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New Year, New Happenings within SCORE
There always seems to be something going on event-wise within SCORE thanks in part to the
enthusiasm and positive commitment by the few to cater for others who like to come along
and enjoy the get-togethers.
2006 will be no exception and we already have a few events coming up as Spring turns into
Summer... all you have to do is read what’s happening and make contact with the organiser at
the earliest opportunity firstly to assure yourself a place and secondly to make it easier for the
person who is planning/ managing the event.
20 - 27 March - A Normandy Experience - Organiser: Alex Clouter - 01903 267 770
Promoted on the SCORE website a SCORE group went for a week of Gallic Fun. A recent new
SCORE member, Jon Barnsley offered a reasonably priced B&B at his chateau for the week.
A story of their exploits will be in the next magazine but if you want have a long weekend
break in Normandy, stay at Jon’s chateau! Visit www.le-castel-normandy.com
16 April - Easter Parade Trip - Organiser: Martin Jones - 0113 282 1693
Nick Firth is helping Martin to run this event, which this year takes place at Runswick Bay. We
are looking at an assembly point somewhere in the Bawtrey area with a planned run to
Mablethorpe. Please contact Martin directly to book your place... just get your knotted
hankies ready and bring along a chocolate egg as well as the Cappuccino of course!
7 May - Anderton Boat Lift - Pete Roberts - 01204 884 002
Situated near Northwich, the Anderton Boat Lift is Cheshire’s answer to the Falkirk Wheel. A
day of fun is on offer with a visit to a hostelry and a country drive afterwards. Meet up in the
car park at 10am - for directions visit www.andertonboatlift.co.uk but call Pete first!
21 May - Triumph NE Guests - Organiser: Martin Jones - 0113 282 1693
We meet at the Moorland Garden Centre on the A169 Pickering Road at 10am for coffee and
then we head to Runswick Bay, the venue for the North East Triumph Club. Time permitting,
we also plan to take a drive into Whitby, home to our Count Dracula and of course Harry
Ramsden... but the two are not related. Fangs for your attention...
3 - 4 June - 10th National Rally - Organiser: Alex Clouter - 01903 267 770
Our 10th Rally takes place at the same venue as our inaugural one... The Shuttleworth
Collection, Old Warden Park near Biggleswade. As it is a special 10th anniversary event we
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are planning a weekend of activity: a Saturday afternoon country fun run followed later by a
Gala Dinner within the confines of a hotel where we will be staying overnight. The next
morning we travel in convoy to attend the Air Show at Shuttleworth where we have a
dedicated area/ vantage point to see many air displays plus the opportunity of going to the
museum (one of the largest of its type in the UK) and an exclusive walking tour of the flying
line-up before they take off. Please read the enclosed flyer in the magazine for more up todate
information and reply back quickly, to assure your place at this unique event.
17 June - Ace Café Suzuki Club Day - Organiser: Alex Clouter - 01903 267 770
This is the first time anything on this scale has ever been done by the café to involve a wide
cross section of Suzuki motoring enthusiasts. Clubs will be there with a vengeance, both 2wheel and 4 wheel: proud and passionate owners of modern cars like the Grand Vitara, Ignis
and Baleno plus the SC100 and Cappuccino classics of their time. There’s a shine ‘n’ show
concourse with prizes up for grabs plus many unique photo opportunities.
18 June - Harewood House Classic - Organiser: Martin Jones - 0113 282 1693
A special Fathers Day event so treat your own to come along with you, to see many
historic cars from yester year. Sponsored by The Yorkshire Post, there’s simply lots to see and
do... the grounds of the house, the bird garden, an adventure playground and much much
more. All for the amazing price of £4.50 per car, a special SCORE deal. You need to book your
time and contact Martin by no later than Monday, 5 June so that he can submit a block
booking for all interested people. Do it now!!
21 - 23 July - Japanese Auto Extravaganza - SCORE Coordinator: Alex Clouter
Come along to the biggest Japanese car show in the world! There were over 3500 Japanese cars
that attended the 2005 show, according to the Organisers. It was getting so large that the
Billing Aquadrome could not cope so last year the venue changed to the East of England
Showground and, wow, what a record turnout of cars and people. 2006 will prove to be even
bigger with more activities being planned over, for the first time, three days. There will be more
information on admission costs and times when known from the Organiser. If you are keen to
come, please register with Alex ASAP who will keep you fully informed.
25 - 27 August - The Pilgrimage - Organiser: Gemma Viles - 07776 376 360
Come and join Gemma and 50 other car and bike enthusiasts on a pilgrimage (of sorts) to Loch
Ness. There’s a 53 seater bus and driver coming for those who don’t want to drive, otherwise
we’ll have a convoy behind the bus. Gemma would love to have other Cappos joining up with
her one. If you are up to it, call her or email sue_zuki@msn.com and you’ll be kept up todate
with the route and accommodation details... in exchange for your mobile and email.
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The Steering Group
There’s a hard core of people who ensure that SCORE works effectively and efficiently for the
benefits of its members. Both the Steering Group and the Regional Team balance their time
and effort within their own family, social and work lifestyles into looking after various aspects
of the club. Each person provides their own expertise, experience and enthusiasm into the
roles which are voluntary. Their contact details are provided: if you do telephone, it would be
really appreciated if you call them between 18.30 - 21.30.

Classified:

Ken Malone
Tel: 01452 531 402
Email: ken@score.org.uk

Ken is specifically in charge of looking after the for sale/ wanted forum and assists Adrian with
other aspects of the website.
Magazine & Club Secretary
Alex Clouter
Tel: 01903 267 770
Email: alex@score.org.uk

Alex is Club Secretary, the front man of SCORE for journalists, dealers and members alike, as
well as handling the design/ production of the magazine and coordinating National events.
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Membership & Treasury

Ian Linden
Tel: 01276 503 630
Email: ian@score.org.uk

Ian manages the membership database, handling enquiries, applications and renewals as well
as administering the SCORE finances.
Merchandise
Brendan Molony
Tel: 01242 574 766 (new number)
Email: brendan@score.org.uk

Brendan is stepping down from his SCORE merchandise role but will continue to look after
things until someone comes forward - see the vacancy advertisement on page 13.
Website
Adrian Furniss
Tel: 01252 664 399
Email: adrian@score.org.uk

Adrian is charged with regularly administering and maintaining the website: he will also look
at developing the site with new forums and functionalities.
Collectively the Steering Group offers club members a well assured support in any way they
can... but do remember that they have volunteered to carry out what they do to the best of
their abilities for the benefit of everyone.
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Your local SCORE Contacts
Region 1
AMANDA BRANTON - 01209 219 469
Covering Bristol, Channel Isles, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somerset and Wiltshire.
Region 2
ADRIAN FURNISS - 01252 664 399
Covering Berkshire, Hampshire, Isle of Wight and Surrey.
Region 3
GEMMA VILES - 07776 376 360
Covering Kent, East and West Sussex.
Region 4
CAROLINE HERMON - 020 8892 7725
Covering Greater London and Middlesex.
Region 5
ED SWINDELL - 07968 008 505
Covering Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire.
Region 6
GRAHAM FARLEY - 01376 564 040
Covering Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk.
Region 7
VACANCY
Covering Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire and West Midlands.
Region 8
DAVID GRESSWELL - 01452 542 742
Covering Gloucestershire, Hereford and Worcestershire, Shropshire and Wales.
Region 9
VACANCY
Covering Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Rutland.
Region 10
PETE ROBERTS - 01204 884 002
Covering Cheshire, Cumbria, Greater Manchester, Isle of Man and Lancashire.
and Martin Jones/ Region 11!
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Region 12
GREG STEWART - 01224 899 896
Covering Scotland.
Region 14
DANNY SKEHAN - +35 31 833 7113
Covering Ireland and Northern Ireland.
Region 15
MARCEL SPOELSTRA - +31 204 82 26 01
Covering Belgium, France, Germany and The Netherlands.
Region 17
SONJA LUTHI - +61 298 797 069
Covering Australia.
Region 18
GRAEME HANSEN - +64 95 342 791
Covering New Zealand.
The SCORE Contacts above are club members who have volunteered to be your local focal
point for information and possibly get involved or advise in running events. If you are keen to
do an event, please get in touch with your local SCORE Contact. Should you live in an area
where there is a vacant position and want to represent SCORE please call 01903 267 770 or
email info@score.org.uk.
What do we expect from a SCORE Contact? They must have the Cappuccino blood inside as
well as be a ‘people person’. As an ambassador of the club all we ask is that the SCORE
Contact keeps in touch with existing members through an event or two and welcome new
members when they join. That’s all we ask, honest, as we know that the role is voluntary. In
return we will cover expenses in organising things as well as provide a listing of members
living in the designated region.
The sort of local activities which have been popular with SCORE members includes convoy
runs, treasure hunts, pub meets, ten pin bowling and visiting places of interest. By all means,
events can be publicised as seen fit. A few SCORE contacts have developed newsletters to
send out to their members in their local region on a regular basis. The club will contribute
towards any postage expenses for such mailings. Just as important is to maximise interest to
people outside the region, more likely to come along as it gives them the chance to visit
another part of the country for a day or a weekend. Making full use of the SCORE event forum
helps towards reaching as many club members as possible.
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Membership Categories
FULL MEMBERSHIP
Eligibility: first and foremost, only Suzuki Cappuccino owners can become Full Members and
enjoy all the club benefits; however Full Members who have played a substantial role in the
activities of SCORE and still wish to do so but find it necessary to sell their Cappuccino for
their own reasons may, at the discretion of the Club Secretary, remain Full Members and
continue to pay Full Membership rates.
Annual subscription: single (one individual) or joint (an individual and partner):
UK: £25
Overseas: £23, 37 Euros, $56 AUS, $63 NZ or other local currency equivalent.
AFFILIATE MEMBERSHIP
Eligibility: only Suzuki Cappuccino owners who are members of overseas Cappuccino (and
therefore non SCORE) clubs can become Affiliate Members, subject to an arrangement that
has been made between the clubs and has paid their subscription.
Annual Subscription: single (one individual) or joint (an individual and partner):
Overseas: £15, 22 Euros or other local currency equivalent.
ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP
Eligibility: any car enthusiast (UK or overseas) keen to subscribe can become an Associate
Member.
Annual subscription: single (one individual) or joint (an individual and partner):
UK: £20
Overseas: £20, 29 Euros, $49 AUS, $55 NZ or other local currency equivalent.
PAYMENT
You have the choice of paying by pound sterling bank cheque, direct bank transfer or PayPal.
Read the detail of payment procedures on page 14 as the same applies to buying SCORE
merchandise.
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Membership Benefits
Item

Full

Affiliate

Associate

(1)

*

(2)

*

*

(3)

*

*

(4)

*

(5)

*

*

*

(6)

*

*

*

*

(1)10% discount for UK Full Members only on parts and servicing through Suzuki GB
Franchised Dealers who recognise SCORE.
(2) Online SCORE Message Board privileges: posting messages on a variety of forums,
technical FAQ, access to service/ workshop and parts manuals, accessory documentation,
private messaging to other registered members, instant chat and lots more.
(3) Special promotional offers from companies advertising through SCORE, online and offline:
Larini Exhausts, Car Cover Systems and Cappuccino Sport are some examples of companies
giving members some great offers.
(4) The Latest SCORE magazine and other ad-hoc event/ newsletters during the course of the
year.
(5) The chance of coming along to specially organised SCORE meetings.
(6) Purchase from the SCORE Store, taking advantage of reduced prices from the extensive
club merchandise range and other Cappuccino memorabilia.
What you put in is really what you get out from SCORE. By joining in online discussions, club
meetings and writing interesting features/ articles for the magazine, you will enjoy and
appreciate what we are all about. Our aim is to please most of the people most of the time!
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Membership Report
By Ian Linden
By the end of December 2005, SCORE Membership stood at 315, a drop of 9 from the figure
previously reported for 31 July. There seems to be a pattern emerging of shrinking
membership in the Winter months, and level pegging in the Summer; a pity, but it may
correlate to the number of surviving Cappos overall.
Since 31 July, 43 people enquired about joining; of these 36 decided to become members, and
2 have said they will do so in the new year. This represents a conversion rate of 84%, similar
to the previous period’s figure of 83%.
Our renewal rate over the period is 49%, down from 63% in the last period.
Welcome to our new members, who joined from 1 September 2005 to 1 January 2006:
Marc Sims
Ivan Gorringe
Jaclyn Lee
Sue Hockney-Tree
June Brown
Laurent Laduron
Allan Williams
John Walters
Martin McCaffrey
Vicky Luckman
Mathew George
Debbie McFarlane
Trevor Gilham
Shelley Gilham
Keith Mayers
Jean Gregory
Andrew Walker
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Hertfordshire
Kent
Essex
Kent
Yorkshire
BELGIUM
NEW ZEALAND
SPAIN
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
Lincolnshire
East Sussex
Kent
Surrey
Lancashire
Buckinghamshire
West Sussex

Susan Searle
Lucy Gardner
Pauline Twamley
Andrew Platkovsky
Moira Hope
Robert Miles
Richard Winchester
Jill Robson
Matthew Coleman
Steven Harrington
Martin Johnson
Neil Lindsay
Roger Grainger
Antoné Knowles
Anthony Booth
John Phillips

West Sussex
Essex
North Somerset
CHINA
Northamptonshire
Kent
SCOTLAND
Essex
Devon
Essex
London
West Sussex
West Midlands
East Sussex
Warwickshire
Staffordshire

SCORE Notice Board

WANTED
A keen and enthusiastic SCORE member to take on the role of

MERCHANDISE OFFICER

Store the club’s merchandise stock - Fulfil members’ orders
on a regular basis - Assist in purchasing new/ top up stock
Please contact Brendan on 01242 574 766

IMPORTANT NOTE
Included separately in this magazine are the minutes from the
2005 Annual General Meeting. Please call 01903 267 770
if the enclosure is not included.

www.suzuki-cappuccino.com
MAKE THE MOST FROM YOUR CLUB WEBSITE
- powerful search engine for all forums - highly successful classified area for selling and wants - useful and easy-to-read online parts/ service manuals - practical and impartial technical advice on request - history of the Suzuki Cappuccino - club information and organised events diary - private messaging and instant chat facility - Cappuccino and SCORE merchandise - compilation of road test reports - technical faq section - fun ‘n’ laughter - photo gallery -
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The SCORE Store
A wide range of merchandise for you and your Cappuccino!
ORDERING/ PAYMENT BY CHEQUE
UK members only: complete your requirements on the order form (page 19) and send with payment (a
sterling cheque made payable to “SCORE”) to the address as shown on the form.
ORDERING/ PAYMENT BY BANK TRANSFER
UK members: email your requirements to us and arrange payment to the SCORE UK bank account as
below - you then need to advise us by email to confirm the date, your bank sort code* and amount of
money that has been transferred. Once we see that the money has been credited to the SCORE bank
account, the merchandise order will then be fulfilled.
Overseas members: you need to contact the SCORE store to find out the postage charges to your own
country before making your order - please telephone or email your requirements to +44 (0) 1242 574 766
or merchandise@score.org.uk and we will then advise you of the postage costs. You must then arrange
payment to your nearest bank account as below - then you need to advise us by email to confirm the
date, your bank code* and amount of money that has been transferred. Once we see that the money has
been credited to the SCORE bank account, the merchandise order will then be fulfilled.
Australian Members: Westpac, Westpoint Shopping Centre, Blacktown, NSW 2148; Branch/ Account
Number: 032382 165930; Account Name: SCORE c/o Sonja Fueter Luthi
European Members: Rabobank, Amsterdam en Omsstreken, Zuideinder 1, Landsmeer, Postbus 3, 1120
AA Landsmeer; Bank Code: 3135; Swift Code: rabonl2u; Account Number: 3246.42.261; Account Name:
Marcel Spoelstra
UK, Irish and Rest of World Members: HSBC, 155 Mile Cross Road, Norwich NR6 6RL; IBAN**:
GB17MIDL40355041372467; Branch Identifier Code**: MIDLGB2147K; SWIFT Code**: MIDLGB22; Sort
Code: 40 35 50; Account Number: 41372467; Account Name: SCORE
* This will be the only reference appearing on our bank statement to identify your payment so please let
us know your sort code to help us see that the credit relates directly to you.
** These codes must be used by non-UK residents if wishing to pay into the UK account.
ORDERING/ PAYMENT BY PAYPAL
UK members: please email your order to merchandise@score.org.uk and cc treasury@score.org.uk;
then remit the total amount of your order (to include an additional 50p (if your total is up to £14.99)
or £1 (£15 or more)) to treasury@score.org.uk - this helps cover the PayPal charges to SCORE.
Overseas members: please telephone your requirements to +44 (0)1242 574 766 or alternatively by
email to merchandise@score.org.uk and we will then advise you of the postage costs to your country;
then remit the total amount in sterling (not in any other currency) and add 50p (if your total is up to
£14.99) or £1 (£15 or more) to treasury@score.org.uk - this helps cover the PayPal charges to SCORE.
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GOLF UMBRELLA
Red umbrella with black
Cappuccino logo

LEATHER 6 COASTER SET
Choice of green, burgundy or mixed
with gold logo

£10

£2

‘CAPPO’ THE BEAN BAG DOG
Cappuccino coloured plush bean bag dog
(not suitable for under 3 year olds)

LEATHER KEY FOB
Red leather with chrome tag and
engraved red Cappuccino logo

£5

£5

COMMEMORATIVE PENNANT FLAG
Black flag with gold logo/ lettering
commemorating Cappo’s 10th anniversary

PEWTER MODEL
Finely crafted 1:43 scale model
with removable hard top

£5

£30

THE LATEST SCORE
Magazine back issues 1 - 19 subject to
stock availability

SET OF 3 POSTCARDS
Dealer launch postcards featuring
Motor Show award logos and press quotes

£1.50 each

£1.50

CLARION RADIO TWEETERS
Original tweeters to be mounted
on the dashboard

CAR MAT SET
Black tailor made mats
with red Cappuccino logo

£5

£33

POSTER
Two versions of the original
dealer launch showroom poster:
red Cappo/ red background
large (84 x 60cm) version
£1.50
small (30 x 21cm) version
£0.75

BASEBALL CAP
Fully adjustable navy blue cap
with light blue peak/ Cappo logo

FULL ZIPPED FLEECE JACKET
Navy blue
with Cappuccino motif (only XL/ XXL sizes left)

£7

£22.50

SWEAT SHIRT
Navy blue
with Cappuccino motif

RUGBY SHIRT
Navy blue with white collar
and Cappuccino motif

£14.50

£20

POLO SHIRT
Navy blue
with Cappuccino motif
£12

GLOVEBOX WALLET
Red document wallet
(25 x 17cm)

PRESS BROCHURE
8 page Suzuki brochure
(A4)

£7

£3

PRODUCT BROCHURE
8 page Suzuki brochure
(A3)

VEHICLE SPECIFICATION LEAFLET
Technical/ equipment
fold-out single page

£3

£0.50

TAX DISC HOLDER
Black and white
windscreen sticker

LIMITED EDITION BOOK
18 page souvenir full colour hardback
(30 x 30cm)

£0.50

£7.50

How to order from the SCORE store
Either photocopy this page to use as your order form or visit the forum on the website.
DISCLAIMER
All prices quoted are for SCORE Full, Affiliate and Associate Members only; non-SCORE
Members should call or email (contact details below) for price information.
The advertised price includes packing and posting for UK residents. The cost of postage will
vary for overseas members - contact us (details below) for more information by advising us
what you require and we will let you know of the total cost of postage to your country.
Choice of garment sizes: small, medium, large, x-large, xx-large.
Name:

SCORE membership number:

Address:
City/ town:
Postcode:
Country (if overseas):

County:

Daytime telephone:
Email address:
ITEM(S) TO BE ORDERED

PRICE

QUANTITY
REQUIRED

VALUE OF
ORDER

TOTAL VALUE OF ORDER:
UK sterling cheques to be made payable to “SCORE”
See page 14 for paying by bank account transfer or PayPal.
The SCORE Store, 71 Springbank Road, Springbank, Cheltenham GL51 0NU
Tel: +44 (0) 1242 574 766 Email: merchandise@score.org.uk
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SCORE Online
By Adrian Furniss
We see about a hundred new Message Board users per year and are always pleased to see new
registrations. We will hopefully continue to see the high level of usage in the future. Here's a
review of some of the recently introduced features as we continue to develop the club
website.
1. Non Message Board Pages
In addition to the Message Board there are about 70 other pages. These include the pages on
the history of SCORE and the Cappuccino, Membership Details, Regional Contacts,
Cappuccino Production, Cappo Technical Specifications and an extensive Photo Gallery.
In 2005, considerable effort was put into bringing these pages up to date and providing a
coherent, unified navigation system. This resulted in pages with headers of the following
general format:

Figure 1: General Format of Non Message Board pages

What follows are some links of pages that benefited from the makeover:
How to Pay:
http://www.suzuki-cappuccino.com/a_information/a_score/a_membership/member_5.html
The Cappuccino Story
http://www.suzuki-cappuccino.com/a_information/a_cappuccino/infocappuccinostory.html
Cappuccino Production
http://www.suzukicappuccino.com/a_information/a_cappuccino/info_cappo_production.
html
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OUTDOOR

Polyester woven textile with antiUV treatment, lightweight, smooth,
high water resistance,
breathable,
elasticated all-round hem,
underbody straps.
Theft deterrent.

IN-GARAGE

Dust-proofed, silky, soft,
nylon textile, breathable,
easily washable,
elasticated both ends.

All our covers have two protected front door zips.
Each type of cover has its own FREE holdall.
We also produce bespoke storage bags for the Cappuccino roof panels.
PRICES*
(including VAT/ UK delivery; please call for overseas delivery)
Outdoor Cover : £108
In-Garage Cover : £77
Set of 3 Roof Panel Storage Bags: £93
We accept most credit and debit cards - cheques payable to Cover Systems

COVER SYSTEMS (CAP)
49 Grove Road, Rushden NN10 0YD
+44 (0) 1933 410 851 (Mon-Fri 9am - 5.30pm, Sat 9am - 1pm)
We cover cars from 8 - 22 feet, in all shapes and sizes... please call for details!
*Prices correct at time of publishing (31 March 2006)
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Members and visitors alike will hopefully find these and other pages more informative and
have a more enjoyable experience browsing them.
2. Message Board Page Headers
To give the site a unified look and feel throughout, Message Board headers were redesigned to
be compatible with the non Message Board pages.

Figure 2: Message Board Header - not logged in

Figure 3: Message Board Header - logged in

You will see how the menu rows build progressively from one row (non Message Board),
through two rows (Message Board - not logged in) to three rows (Message Board - logged in).
Thus, users are presented with appropriate navigation options at all times.
3. Cappuccino Service Manual and Wiring Diagram
Registered users can access a whole bunch of Manuals including the Cappuccino Service
Manual and its pull-out Wiring Diagram.
Did you know that the Wiring Diagram is interactive?!
Each item in the Wiring Diagram can be clicked to display the Service Manual with a special
index of just those pages relevant to the clicked item.
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For example, if you click the Engine Control Module...

... you get taken straight to the Service Manual with the following indexed pages:

Behind the scene, there is a large look-up table of carefully researched pages.
This alternative method of navigating the Service Manual helps take some of the hard work
out of finding the right information.
REMINDER
You have to be a fully paid up member in order to access the Manuals forum - so do ensure
that you act quickly when you’re advised of membership renewal.
If we do not receive your renewal payment by the date mentioned on the reminder form, your
details will be removed from our database records and online SCORE membership privileges
promptly suspended.
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Touring the Emerald Isle in 2006
By Danny Skehan
Thanks to the help of Charlotte Howard, the Irish SCORE Rep before me, we had our first club
event a few years ago that involved a contingent of around five English Cappos with our own
Irish members touring the Waterford region. It was great fun and I thought it high time we
have another SCORE event which will combine interest and enjoyment for everyone keen to
explore another aspect of our beloved Emerald Isle.
Here are a couple of ideas for an Irish trip this year – I have given a selection of different trips
of varying duration. Each day’s drive is about 100 miles or less.
I would appreciate some feedback and online votes (go to the SCORE Events Forum in the
Message Board) for which trip is the best for everyone so as I could then arrange the final
details. Please call me on 00 35 31 833 7113 or email danske@iol.ie
All of these trips are just a taste of the type of trip that could be organised, all are dependent
on the numbers coming. Once one choice is selected, I can fine tune the details, prepare a
final itinerary and advise everyone who is interested in touring Ireland.
You would want to budget about UK £50-60 per person per night for B&B. Accommodation.
in Dublin would tend to be about UK £60-70 as our capital city is more expensive.
TRIP A – THE WICKLOW WAY (4 DAY TRIP)
A trip to the Wicklow “mountains” just outside Dublin.
This county has everything in terms of landscape, beaches, mountains, boglands, lakes and
historic sites.
County Wicklow, known throughout the world as the “Garden of Ireland” depicts the
wonderful range of scenery in Ireland. The Wicklow Mountains offer breathtaking scenery of
lakes and valleys and heather clad mountain tops. The area between the mountains and the
sea has a superb microclimate and home to some of the world’s famous gardens such as
Powerscourt and Mount Usher.
The gentle coastline has pretty harbours and beautiful golden sandy beaches; Brittas Bay in
particular has five miles of golden coastline.
Yet, Wicklow County is perfectly located on the doorstep of Dublin – ideal for all main ferry
ports and also for visiting the capital city whilst enjoying a base in the countryside, which is
what Ireland is all about.
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DAY 1 – FRIDAY
The overseas cars would use the Dun Laoghaire – Holyhead ferry or Dublin Port arriving
sometime on the Friday. We would then head to Wicklow attempting to avoid the worst of
Dublin’s rush hour traffic (at least we are on the right side of the city). Then we travel out
through Dalkey (Dublin’s “Beverly Hills”) and head south towards the Wicklow mountains
and our lodgings for the night.
The accommodation I have in mind is Lawless’s Hotel in Aughrim or the Woodenbridge Hotel,
which is the oldest hotel in Ireland...established in 1608. This hotel would act as our base for
three nights.
DAY 2 – SATURDAY
We head out to Brittas Bay, one of the finest beaches on the East Coast and then on to the
village of Avoca, the location of the very popular BBC TV Series "Ballykissangel". Stopping for
a break at Ireland's oldest mill dating from 1723 at Avoca Handweavers, then it’s on to
Rathdrum pitched high on the western side of the beautiful Avonmore valley. Situated 1.6km
(1 mile) south of Rathdrum Town, we will visit Avondale House, set in an estate of 500 acres
of forest and parklands along the banks of the Avonmore River. It was once home to one of
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Ireland’s most famous leader, Charles Stewart Parnell. Further west of Rathdrum lies the
scenic valley of Glenmalure, the longest glacier valley in either Ireland or Britain, shadowed by
the mighty Lugnaquilla (927m).
We will head inland along green fields to the village of Enniskerry. In the morning you have
the chance to visit the beautiful Powerscourt Gardens and the highest waterfall in Ireland and
Great Britain. We then head all the way to Roundwood for lunch. After lunch we journey via
Lough Dan into the village of Laragh which is located beside the monastic village of
Glendalough and we will visit its ruined abbey and distinctive round tower; some of you might
like to take a walk on one of the numerous signed ways around the surrounding lakes. We will
then head back to our base for dinner.
DAY 3 –SUNDAY
We will head out over the Wicklow Gap. Today, the Gap is traversed by a superb modern road,
which provides a fast transit of the ancient pilgrim route.
Having crossed the Gap, the landscape becomes softer and more fertile, and the road drops
gently down towards Hollywood through a series of bridges and finally between the twin hills
of Slievecorragh and Broughills Hill positioned like a gateway at one end of this wonderful
road. Archbishop Michael Boyle built the town of Blessington in 1667.
The planned flooding of the Liffey valley in 1940 to create the Blessington Lakes dramatically
changed the landscape, with circa 20 sq. km. of water covering some 76 houses. Today, not
only does the lake hold 148 million cubic meters or 5,000 acres of tranquil clean water, it also
facilitates many water pursuits including fishing, sailing, windsurfing, boating, leisure
cruising and canoeing.
We then can call on Russborough House which is situated about two miles south of
Blessington on the N81 Baltinglass Road. The house is the home of the Beit Collection of
paintings and is beautifully maintained and furnished with fine displays of silver, bronzes and
porcelain.
In the afternoon we will head back over the stunning “Sally Gap” road (originally part of the
circuit of Ireland rally) to arrive back at our base and dinner.
DAY 4 – MONDAY
After breakfast we head back to Dun Laoghaire or Dublin Port for the journey home.
If anyone wanted to stay the extra Monday night I could organise a day trip in Dublin either
on foot or a drive around in the cars with lunch and dinner somewhere in the Dublin area.
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TRIP B – IRELAND NORTH AND SOUTH (3-DAY TRIP)
DAY 1 – FRIDAY
This trip would start out from Dublin Port - The overseas cars would use the Holyhead –
Dublin Ferry arriving on the Friday morning.
We would then head north on the old road to the north over one of the most original ancient
highways remaining in this part of Ireland. We would visit the 18th-century Martello Tower
and craft centre in Drogheda for lunch. Then a visit to the Stone Age settlement of Newgrange
built about the period 3000 BC, some centuries before the Great Pyramid of Giza was raised
in Egypt, by the ‘primitive’ people of the Boyne Valley. From there we would return to join the
M1 and travel to explore the Cooley Peninsula staying overnight in the seaside town of
Carlingford.
DAY 2 – SATURDAY
We would set out to cross the border into Northern Ireland at Newry travelling cross country
to Newcastle and on using the coast road passing through Killough, Ardglass (listen to the
Van Morrison song) to Portaferry. We would cross by ferry to head on up the coast using
either the Strandford Lough route of the coastal route to Holywood and the Ulster Transport
Museum. Overnight in Holywood.
DAY 3 – SUNDAY
We would travel via Belfast to visit the historic Dundrod Circuit where between 1950 and 1955
the famous Tourist Trophy and Ulster Trophy Races were contested. Now home to the
motorcycle fraternity who return here annually for the Ulster Motorcycle Grand Prix, it's a
humbling reminder of the way an earlier generation of racing drivers accepted the risks
inherent in the sport in the days prior to the safety crusade of Jackie Stewart and others.
Modern drivers have a lot to be thankful for. It's remarkable to have the opportunity to drive
over this virtually unaltered circuit today and recall the great races and the brave drivers, like
Moss, Hawthorne and Fangio who drove over this circuit in its short heyday some 50 years
ago. It's an experience which serves to adjust one's perceptions of motor sport of that era.
There is a choice now for our overseas visitors – they can return to Dublin Port by using the
M1 motorway, about a 2-3 hour drive or can catch a ferry from Belfast arriving at
Stranraer/Liverpool.
TRIP C – INTO THE WEST (4 DAY TRIP)
The tour takes you through some of the most breathtaking scenery of Connemara in the west
of Ireland. From the haunting splendour of the Delphi Valley to the wild beauty of the
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Atlantic coast this trip will leave a lasting impression on you.
DAY 1 - FRIDAY
Starting from Dublin Port we would head to the west travelling to Galway. This is a 3/4-hour
drive (depending on traffic) through the midlands of Ireland stopping for lunch on the way.
Overnight in Galway or outskirts.
DAY 2 - SATURDAY
In the morning we will head out to the village of Cong where the tour proper starts. We head
North along the quiet back roads through rolling green fields full of grazing sheep, before
descending down to Lough Mask and a wonderful drive along the shores of the lake. After
lunch we will travel along the quiet back roads with stunning views of the surrounding
landscape all the way to Westport. We will overnight in Westport
DAY 3 - SUNDAY
We travel between Croagh Patrick and the beautiful Clew Bay with its many small islands, to
the village of Louisburgh heading south through one of the highlights of the week, the ever so
stunning Delphi Valley with its beautiful lakes overlooked by Ben Bury the highest mountain
in Connemara. We will stop for lunch in the small village of Leenane which looks out over
Killary Harbour, Ireland's only fjord.We will then drive into the heart of Connemara taking in
a loop of what's called Joyce’s Country and on to visit Kylemore Abbey. We then head along
quiet back roads past small fields with grazing cattle to the seaside village of Cleggan. We
follow the scenic coast road to Clifden, along a quiet country bog road surrounded by small
lakes and freshly cut peat with wonderful views of the Twelve Ben mountain range. That night
we stay in the picturesque fishing village of Roundstone.
DAY 4 - MONDAY
Travel back to Dublin (about a 4-5 hour drive depending on traffic) to meet with the ferry or
overnight in Dublin.
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Having a Yorkie Good Time
By Martin Jones
Hi All. Spring’s here and no doubt some of you are busy unwrapping your beloved Cappo
ready for the year ahead. Do not despair as summer is not too far away with lots of events in
the region and nationally.
Linda and I have made full use of our car in 2005 not only as a second car for my new self
employed job as a Consultant and Acting Agent but also travelling to SCORE events. I am sure
you have read about my new motorhome in a previous magazine as well as the things I have
done for the region event-wise. I urge you all to put pen to paper or digit to keyboard and write
something for the magazine. SCORE is about you and for you!
Macclesfield Kit Car Show last year was a pleasant day out but with fewer Cappuccinos so
something new is being planned for this year. Harewood House Classic Car Fathers Day saw 7
Cappos in attendance but I happened to forget my camera so no pics of the event. Linda and
I took the motorhome down with the Cappo in tow, to the National Rally which was great fun
even though we had to leave early on the Sunday to get to Warwick for a Monday morning
appointment. We also spent a few days in the North Yorkshire Moors earlier in 2005 and
decided that our traditional August Dales Run would take place in that area. We planned a
lovely route through the TV “Heartbeat” country stopping for lunch at Kilburn. 12 Cappos
took part which was a great turnout. However Linda’s dad was in hospital and we were
summoned by the hospital staff on the morning of the run. We had to leave everyone to it
and they all coped. Colin died that afternoon... we were all obviously upset but we knew he
would not have wanted to spoil anything and certainly would not have wanted the food for
our afternoon garden BBQ go to waste. Everyone came back to our house after the run and we
insisted they stayed. We had loads to eat and drink and privately grieved later. That day was
certainly a day to remember. Our last event of 2005 was the Heckmondwike & District Rotary
Club Charity Classic Car Rally: 2 Cappos and green Honda replacing a rather poorly Cappo
from another member. Linda and I came down south (yet again) with the Cappo and the
motorhome, representing the region at the October AGM in Birmingham which went well. Our
Sunday morning convoy turned into quite a mud plugging experience, driving down country
lanes in our Suzuki 4 x 2’s.
So what’s happening up here for 2006? Well, quite a lot is planned and Alex has already
featured these events in this magazine and me on the SCORE website. However, I am always
one for plugging so....
16 April sees a new event, The Easter Cappo Parade... you heard it here first. Cast your minds
back and remember the Working Men’s Club trips to the seaside when you were kids... well
this is a regional SCORE trip. Nick Firth came up with the idea and is planning the route. Fish
and chips on the sea front, a paddle (not a piddle!) in the sea, ice cream, donkey rides, knotted hankies or kiss me quick hats or flat caps! I am getting carried away...
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but then there may be some of you thinking that I should be carried away by those Men in
White Coats!!
21 May is our Triumph North East Gathering where SCORE has been invited to. We meet at
the Moorland Garden Centre on the A169 Pickering Road at 10am for coffee and then we head
to Runswick Bay, the venue for the North East Triumph Club. Time permitting, we also plan
to take a drive into Whitby.
Then on 18 June we have the Harewood House Fathers Day Classic Car Show sponsored by
The Yorkshire Post newspaper. A very pleasant way to spend the day. Picnic with other club
members and show off your Cappo. You get entry to Harewood House and its grounds plus
the bird garden - all included in the very small charge to enter.
On Sunday, 6 August a return to a different part of Yorkshire Country and the North Moors,
in memory of Colin, Linda’s dad, who died last year. He would want us all to enjoy this day.
We may decide to do another BBQ at our house in the evening.
Our final regional event of the year is for charity... on 17 September. Come on, let’s see some
more Cappos at this classic car show. £10 per person with a Full English Breakfast thrown in
before we start. SCORE has been greatly under represented at this event during previous years;
the organisers always have a well planned route and it just seems a shame for you all to miss
out.
Without members attending the SCORE events, they simply do not work. Please try and come
along, and make it worth our while in doing them. If anyone has other things they would like
to do or wish to organise in the region, please contact me. Equally do let me know well in
advance to come along to any (or all!) of your Yorkie events. Call me on 0113 282 1693 or
07887 832 047 or email martin.jones20@btconnect.com
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Scottish Highland Fling
By Kevin Todd

Kevin and his son, Chris

It had been a long time coming “The Highland Fling” and I was getting tired of waiting. When
the day finally arrived I was a little apprehensive to say the least. I had never met anyone from
SCORE before, and I am, as any of them will tell you, painfully shy! And there I was about to
welcome 18 members into my home for the weekend. I was so relieved when coming up the
drive on the Friday morning I saw the first little beauty. After having completed the long haul
north from Essex, up came a rather sexy little number belonging to Peter and Sally Keyes. It
was their very well looked after Cappuccino of course.
It was so nice to be able at last to put names to faces. I knew after the first five minutes of
meeting both Sally and Peter, that if they were anything to go by then I would have a good
weekend and make some good friends. I was not disappointed. The next to arrive were Dave
and Gill, followed closely by Phil (aka Paul) and Linda, Steph and Steve and then the SCORE
regional rep Greg. Alex, Simon (The Keyes’ son), Pat & Lynn, and Pete Roberts were the next
to park up. It was great to meet them all and to see the cars all parked up together.
We arranged to meet for drinks prior to dinner in the guest lounge once people had had
enough time to unpack, unwind, and rest a little. This gave me time to make up the log fire in
the lounge as the weather although not too cold was a little on the chilly side for those
amongst the group that had come from sunnier climbs. That for the benefit of anyone reading
this, who may not be at one with geography, is anywhere south of Glasgow. Well if you are
this far north everyone is a southerner.
The fire and the wine did the job; we were all very relaxed in each other’s company. I had not
long met these people and yet it felt as though I had known them for a lifetime. Phil and
Linda, I am still convinced I must have met before somewhere. Adam from Dundee joined us
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in the evening and Ian and David from Edinburgh, we all ate together and then retired back to
the lounge to talk of all we were going to be doing over the weekend and to offer a whisky up
to the Rain Gods, encouraging them to take a well earned break. We retired to our beds in the
wee hours looking forward to a good sleep and a new day.
Ardgye House is situated just outside Elgin in the county of Moray on the north east coast of
Scotland, it has more sunshine hours than anywhere in the UK. Honest it does!! It’s a fact!!
That is why the RAF has two bases here. I’m not sure if the group believed me. I said this a
few times over the weekend, as the weather could have been a little better and I had hoped
that we would all be able to get our tops off for the drive on Saturday.
Saturday came and after a hearty breakfast the group set forth in official formation to visit one
of the many local distilleries. Glenfiddich was its name ”Valley of the deer” in Gaelic. Our
group effort of formation parking put the 2CV world meet effort to shame. We entered the
distillery for a tour and a tasting. It was an excellent experience and the distillery was so
professional. We had arrived to reserved spaces in the car park, been escorted to the entrance,
and taken straight to our seats for a preview film. Had a tour, a drink and the chance to take
photos and were told we could leave our cars there for the time we were going to be spending
at the Dufftown Highland Games. What more could you ask, and all for free!!
We all walked up to the Dufftown games together from the distillery and the rain managed to
stay away for a while. On arriving to the games I was surprised to be charged to enter the
arena. You are not normally charged and the Dufftown games are not one of the bigger
meetings. It was only £5 per person and the money was for a good cause. Well that’s what
Linda said anyway.The Highland Games, where fearsome locals can be found tossing their
cabers and tugging their ropes and selling their wares in the form of deep fried delicacies and
dolls in crocheted dresses designed to cover loo rolls! The games have to be seen for what they
are. They are a traditional part of the highland way of life. It is a place where local people meet
up to challenge neighbouring villages with their people showing feats of strength and
stamina. It is fun to watch, the pipe bands are excellent to listen too. Close your eyes and you
could be in the highlands, oh that’s right we were!
We agreed that after we all had time to walk around the games arena, have some lunch and
explore a little of Dufftown we would head back to the cars at Glenffidich. Phil and his lovely
wife Linda joined Chris and I for lunch. We did have a lot in common and I really have met
these people before. I must have, I am sure I know them. My son Chris said that he will be
keeping an eye out for a Cappuccino in the Milton Keynes area just in case it’s Linda or Phil.
Beware guys! On arrival back at the cars I was pleased to see that the Cappuccinos were
coming first in the admiring looks stakes, followed by the 2CVs, although Sally was torn
between the two cars!!
We headed home to Ardgye to prepare ourselves for the evening meal at The Crooked Inn. The
meal at the Inn was excellent and the group filled the place with laughter and banter as
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Opposite top: At Ardgye House
Opposite middle: At Glenfiddich Distillery
Opposite bottom and this page above: At The Highland Games, Dufftown
This page middle: Evening Dinner at The Crooked Inn
This page bottom: At Loch Ness
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we discussed all that we had seen, bought, and done during the day. We were really getting
to know each other now and it was a real treat. Some people were talking about the legend of
the Haggis, (Plu:Haggi) and how difficult it is for them to mate having two legs shorter than
the other on one side. Just as well we have so many hills in Scotland, so the Haggi can meet
on them at differing percentages of gradient. Any questions on the mating call of the Haggis
should be directed to Sally Keyes, thanks to Alex she knows how to call them to heel and has
the tools for the job too! I don’t think I have laughed so much in a long time. On returning
home after the meal we assembled back in the lounge for, well another drink I suppose.
An early breakfast beckoned on the Sunday morning as the group was heading off to Loch
Ness and to hunt down its infamous inhabitant. The roads were not too bad at all on the way
to Inverness, only a few roundabouts to play havoc with our convoy of red and silver stallions.
Red by the way Alex, is the better colour. On arrival at Drumradrochit the group split up. Some
ventured on to the loch for a boat trip taking in such sights as Castle Urqhart whilst keeping
an ever watchful eye on the Loch for nessie. Some people sat and had a coffee, beer at the pub
and others took in The Loch Ness Experience at the visitor centre. My son and I joined the
group for a coffee, as we had done the visit before and we were thirsty!
Lunch was taken at the Fiddlers in Drumradrochit. A very pretty young girl, whom Sally
insisted had a lovely Scottish accent, served us. I explained to Sally that I thought it was not
a Scots accent, but did say we would check when the girl returned with our drinks. Whilst the
girl was placing our drinks on the table I said to her, “Where are you from?” “I from Czech
Republic,” she replied. As quick as you like Sally said, “Oh and you have picked up the
Scottish accent so well.” Sally, as you can imagine, is one of those people who just brightens
your day, every day of the week.
After lunch we headed up into the hills with our tops off!! Where we parked we replaced our
tops as it was raining and went for a short walk, or should I say good climb. We were looking
out for groups of deer or stag. I have often seen them while walking in the particular area we
were in. However it was not to be. Maybe they were put off by the cries of “We’ve got to be
quiet or we won’t see them.” Either way it was good to walk a little of our lunch off, and the
views up in the hills were stunning. I particularly think the walk was worth it for the picture
taken by Pat and modelled by Sally entitled “She’ll be coming round the mountain.” Look it
up the next time you’re on the SCORE photo album on the online message board (or in the
photos that follow this page - Ed.).
A cup of tea was what was needed now and so we all returned to the cars and carried on
towards the Steadings Hotel some twenty miles away on a perfect country road. The drive was
excellent and we passed only a few cars coming the other way. After refreshments we carried
on back towards home and Ardgye House, where Marc, our trusty manservant had prepared a
lovely buffet and some home made soup. Not bad considering this man knows how to burn
salad. We all ate until we were full and then headed for the lounge.
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At the Caledonian Canal and climbing the Scottish Highlands
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We were all at home in each other’s company by now and we had all got to know each other
quite well for such a short time spent together. So the rest of the evening was spent tasting
some local whisky, playing some very silly games, that caused more than a few laughs and
presenting prizes to the competition winners. A SCORE bottle of Glenfiddich went to Gill and
Dave. Pat and Lynn won a plastic assembly model of the Cappuccino. I said it at the time to
the group; I was so pleased that they were my kind of people. I know I should have spent more
time in this Highland Fling report talking about all that we the group had done, and seen and
what absolutely fabulous scenery there is to be viewed here in Scotland. And what truly
exhilarating drives there is to be had on our roads but the highlight for me was meeting the
guys from SCORE, and in case I forget, thank you all so much for a truly great weekend.
Monday morning arrived too soon, and after breakfast the group were packing up and
preparing to head off back down south. We had time for a few photos outside the house with
the Cappos and started saying our goodbyes.
I was lucky that both Alex and Simon were staying on for a few days; this meant that I was
able to avoid that feeling of anti climax for a little longer. It did hit me though, once the last
little silver Cappuccino had headed off taking Simon and Alex down towards Yorkshire. You
know when you have had a really good time, made some really good friends and shared more
than a few laughs when you get that lost feeling when your new friends are no longer around
you. It was great to meet everyone that came and I have come to the conclusion that as in all
walks of life, it is the people that participate that make the difference and make these events
such an enjoyable experience. I will certainly be attending further events and hope to meet up
with all those that came to Scotland again.
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North Yorkshire Moors Run
By Malcolm Nutbrown
Well the day finally arrived – our first Cappuccino rally. A total of 66.6 miles (to be precise)
across some fantastic countryside, albeit a little bleak in parts. It was also to take in a lot of
the area where “Heartbeat” is filmed. As you may or may not know Martin Jones & myself do
television extra work and have been in ‘Heartbeat’ quite a lot, playing policemen.
The rally was to start at the Steam & Moorland Garden Centre on the A169 in Pickering and
finish with lunch at the Foresters Arms in Kilburn. After lunch and a walk around the lovely
village of Kilburn we were to make our way back to the home of Martin and Linda Jones for a
barbecue and drinks.
Martin, our Regional Rep, and Linda had organised the event. It was unfortunate as events
transpired that they were unable to attend, as Linda’s dad, Colin, was ill in hospital.
Anyway the day before was spent cleaning and polishing the little red machine, checking the
oil & water etc. Then after Liz had finished that she came in and made my tea! Well it was
Saturday and there was sport on the “tele.”
On the morning, of the rally, I got out of bed, looked out of the window and saw it was fine
and sunny. Great – roof off I thought! At this point I should tell you something about Liz &
I. She hates to be cold and I hate being too hot. So while she was putting her face on I went
and got the car out of the garage, took the roof off and stowed it neatly in the boot even
though there was a slight early morning chill in the air. It’s bound to get a lot warmer I thought
It’s SUMMER! Liz didn’t say anything but I’m sure I saw a look of dread in her face trying to
tell me it was too cold to be going topless! I seem to remember the same look on her face some
years before in Majorca!
Anyway off we set from our home in Huddersfield and the plan was to meet some of our
fellow “ralliers” at the home of Martin & Linda before travelling in convoy to meet others in
Pickering. As we got onto the M62 and our speed increased I got the feeling that maybe I
should have taken more notice of my wife’s facial attempt to tell me it was too cold. It was
freezing but being a tough macho ex-copper I wasn’t going to let that bother me.
Unfortunately as we were nearing our first meeting place I got a call from Martin that they
would not be joining us as they were at the hospital but we were to see them after the rally
back at their home for the barbecue. So we met a few others and set off ably led by Martin’s
next door neighbours Graham & Audrey in their MGB. Also in our small convoy was a strange
little car, a Daihatsu Copen. Unfortunately on route to Pickering this little car was involved in
a minor R.T.A. Fortunately not too much damage was caused and it was able to continue with
us. By the time we arrived at Pickering Liz looked like she was ready for an adventure to the
North Pole instead of North Yorkshire. So it was decided, along with a few others I may add,
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to put the roof back on. Whilst everybody was arriving we had a drink in the café. A
Cappuccino of course. We then had a quick look around the garden centre and I had to remind
Liz there was no room in the car to buy a quite attractive, large water feature for our garden.
I mean should we get sub tropical weather the roof might have to go back into the boot! After
everyone had arrived we set off at about 10 a.m. and drove 8 miles or so to our first viewpoint
“The Hole of Horcum” or as legend has it the Devils Footprint. How can I describe it – well
it’s a big ’er Hole!
Next stop was in the village of Goathland (the village where the TV programme ‘Heartbeat’ is
set). It had been arranged for us to stop at “Scripps” garage for a team photo. The only
problem was there was no room for us to stop, because of the number of Heartbeat fans in
the village. Plus they may have recognised me and I wasn’t in the mood for autograph hunters!
We continued through Grosmont and Egton through some wonderful countryside before
driving through a ford. Fortunately there wasn’t much water in it. We were supposed to try
and take some photographs of each other driving through the ford. We managed to get a
couple but I’m not sure whether anybody else was able to. If they did perhaps they may send
them in.
The rest of the route continued in the same vein with smashing views and lovely villages.
Hutton-le-hole which was absolutely full of bikers. We then went through Helmsley before
arriving at the Kilburn village sign where we stopped for a photo opportunity, looking back
towards the famous White Horse of Kilburn cut into the hillside. After a few photos we
headed for the Foresters Arms pub in Kilburn for a well deserved lunch. This also gave us the
opportunity to meet some of our convoy and speak to them for the first time. We got quite a
lot of interest and strange looks at all the cars parked outside in the pub car park. After lunch
Liz and I had a walk around the picturesque village and as we climbed up a hill, in the visitor
centres garden, I had a look at my mobile phone to see Martin had been trying to call me.
Unfortunately there had been no signal until this time. I managed to ring him back and he told
me they were still at the hospital but wanted us all to return to their house for the barbecue.
I later conveyed this to the rest of our party and so we then set off another 50 miles or so until
reaching Martin & Linda’s. We all arrived in high spirits after an excellent day out looking
forward to the barbecue and a couple of drinks.
As we all assembled in the kitchen Martin announced that unfortunately Colin had passed
away during the afternoon but they had still wanted us to go back for the barbecue. I don’t
know how they managed. I don’t know whether I could have. Anyway after a good feed and,
in my case, quite a few glasses of red wine, Liz & I headed for home with lots of mixed
memories of our first Cappo rally. Liz drove by the way!
Just to finish off this article I would like to thank Martin & Linda not only for organising the
rally, which was excellent, but also for inviting us back, to their home, in what must have been
extremely difficult circumstances for them. I’m sure that next year’s rally will be just as good
and we will be able raise a glass to Linda’s dad, Colin.
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Park, Palace and Pub Run
By Caroline Hermon

What better way to spend a sunny Saturday than with fellow Cappo owners?
We met in Bushey Park near Hampton/Teddington at 10.30am, luckily the weather was very
kind. In attendance were: Ian Linden & Adrian Furniss, Ian Izzard, Doreen & Peter Atkinson
and my husband, Jason, with me.
Alex sent his apologies last minute as his house decided to be naughty and leak the day
before, so he was waiting for the plumber to come over - shame but next time am sure he will
not miss out !
We spent an hour or so just meeting, introducing ourselves, our cars, chatting and getting our
tops off ! Then at 11.30am we embarked on a cruise around the local area, driving in convoy,
taking in Hampton Court Palace, The River Thames and some local roads including going past
Doreen & Peter's home !
We also went past Hampton Open Air Pool which we thought could be good for another meet
as it’s heated all year round. Unfortunately we did get stuck in some traffic just before the pub
but hey we all made it in good humour to The White Hart pub.
Luckily I had booked a table here so we were looked after with no trouble. Everyone had some
refreshments both liquid and otherwise before heading to the car park to play around and
move the cars into a suitable ensemble for the piccies.
Ian showed us where to put cleaning fluid into the engine as regular maintenance. I am sure
some people will do this - I am not very good apart from oil and water under the bonnet!
Lots of piccies and handshakes later we headed back home. Once again the Cappos were alone
- I’m not too sure when we will see another one. I have not seen one yet in a week that has
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past, it’s always so exciting when you do. So a big thank you to all those who came along on
the day. I hope you enjoyed my first ever organised event and thanks to Jason my hubby who
drew up the map for me - not my strong point! I look forward to organising something for the
London region in the spring time in 2006. I will send an email to everyone in my region but
the invite of course is open to all members in the South East. I really do hope you will be able
to make it - the more the merrier... and we all like to see many Cappos together for the fun of
it, of course and an excuse to show the rest of the world what we’re all about!

November, Robertson and Rain
By Ernst and Sonja Luthi
It seems to be a regular occurrence, our trip to Robertson in November. It has been the third
time in 2005. To do it differently we decided to meet in the South to allow for our friends from
the South. They normally have to travel a fair distance to the meeting points, so we decided
to meet in their area. It promised to be a fine day with sun and blue sky. Tops went off and
we took off, through a beautiful national park, along the coast. Well, did we judge the
temperature wrong. We had to pull up at a magnificent look-out to put the tops back on. It
had suddenly become cold.
This however did not deter us and we pressed on taking the turn to Kangaroo Valley. We
travelled along enjoying the cars on some winded roads through old rain forests and then it
started to rain. It seems to be a curse with our trip to Kangaroo Valley and Robertson... so far
every year it has rained. So we continued on through mist and rain for a spot of lunch at the
famous Pie Shop at Robertson, and the shop deserves its reputation. The pies were hot and
delicious, just the right thing on a cool, rainy day. We them took back roads to avoid busy
Bowral and continued past the back of Bargo to Picton where we visited the oldest, haunted
pub for a very welcome drink. After that it was time to say goodbye until the next run.
Four cars came along: Justin, Dave, Mark and us two We’ll try again in 2006, keeping our
fingers crossed for sunshine all the way.
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A Mysterious Scottish Escapade
By Simon Keyes
Coming from a frothy Cappo family and more than my fair share of club trips, my parents were
booked to go to the Highland Fling trip and the urge to accompany them was, well,
tremendous... especially as I am well into my driving lessons, not in a Cappo as Peter, my dad,
was not that forthcoming in letting me out in his or indeed the Jaguar or Volvo, his two
others cars at his disposal. I am making do with a Peugeot, but that’s enough of that!
Alex kindly offered his only space in the Cappo so I offered my Professional Navigation
System, hmmmm. As we travelled due North, Alex did warn me that he wanted to make a
stop somewhere when he was likely to be reaching that mystical number of 77777 on his
mileage counter. In fact we ended up near to Durham when we drove off the A1M and a small
diversion onto smaller roads so that Alex was able to stop safely as soon as his numbers came
up. I can feel how passionate he is about CPO (treating it almost as a pet!) and yet another
milestone he has achieved in his car since new; I guess that I will be that way when I get my
car. On with the journey though, over the borders through the chaotic rush hour of Edinburgh
and onto the Eastern coastline. We met up with Philip and Linda Gifford at our first B&B
meeting point in Stonehaven for a much needed overnight stop and a memorable fish ‘n’ chips
supper and gatecrashing a restaurant for a typical Scottish sweet! The next day it was a 3-hour
drive to Elgin which was the start of a really fun-packed week with Kevin making us all
welcome and lots planned each day.
Our first trip was to the Glenfiddich Distillery and here’s a few points of interest for those of
you who are whisky enthusiasts... The source of Glenfiddich was found in 1886 by William
Grant with in aid of a sledge hammer he found and named ‘The Robbie Dubh Spring’, it was
Christmas day in 1887 and, like then, it is still maintained as a thriving family business today.
It was at this point when we were able to have a good old sniff from the very old whisky
barrels; it was quite a sight seeing eager people bending down low and sniffing into the
special opening points.
Glenfiddich still use old traditional methods as well as natural methods to produce their
whisky, their old method is that they still use coal-fired stoves and they even have their own
bottling line on the premises, which is unlike any other distillery elsewhere, not though I have
had the chance in going to any other distilleries but due to information that we were given on
our tour around the distillery you just have to believe me on this one. The tour involved
seeing the whisky being brewed in vast containers, and I mean vast, two storeys high,
unbelievable. We saw how the barrels were made, unfortunately we didn’t see the bottling line
working, but after being around gallons of whisky we were allowed a mixture of different
whiskies by the end of the tour. Needless to say, my mother (Sally) went unleashed into the
souvenir shop and began spending the family money! Later on we drove onto Dufftown
where, I’d like to say, a local Highland Games was laid on for us. It was great to be there
because it really captured the essence of what Scotland is all about, and that it is a great yet
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different place like no other, and which is the same description most of its visitors would give
you and every word of it is true.
Ardgye House, our accommodation for the weekend, was beautifully impressive and it had
also its fair share of amazing secrets including one particular room in the house occupied by
someone who has never paid a single penny for their stay, I’m talking about the ghost, as
related to us by Kevin one evening. It came as a surprise to all of us as we were seated
altogether in the living room after a splendid evening meal cooked by Kevin, Marc and Chris...
and we were settled down with after dinner drinks and the mints of course. It kept us all
wondering which room was haunted and the one thing on everyone's mind was ‘is it in our
room?’ Mind you it works as a good excuse to keep us Cappo enthusiasts up late.
At first Alex and I thought it was ours due to two small occurrences, one with my reading
books ending stacked up within Alex’s book pile yet we had been out all day and the second
was when I found my alarm clock which I had put away in my drawer in the morning after
breakfast yet ended up at the end of my bed, when we got back later in the day. Enhance this
strange happening with another as I found it under my bed sheet as if it had been placed there
over night whilst I’d been a sleep! I honestly believed Alex when he said that he had not
touched my alarm clock. We found out later that Patrick and Lynne Bourne had the
haunted room which was not too far from ours!!
Ardgye House has over 150 acres of woodland and Chris, Kevin’s son, took a few of us for a
walk in the grounds to see a rather eerie looking stone circle and climb a rather steep and
muddy hill through very wet fern foliage to a folly. These were two real mysteries. Just read
on!, That same ghostly night in front of the fireplace (the fire was not roaring) we heard from
Kevin about the silent stone circle and something on the lines of ‘plants have never grown
within the circle’. Some people may say that’s maybe because the rain never gets to that area
of ground, which would make it great for camping because our tent would not get wet. Yet on
the other hand, just to keep the mystery rolling, some of the club members who came on the
woodland trek and saw the stone circle suggested it could have been a sacrificial area of some
sort. First for those of you who weren’t there, let me describe the circle to you.
It was almost perfectly round, everything around the area was green and everything within the
circle was black with a tree standing slightly off centre. I personally believe the mystery is not
the circle; the mystery in my opinion is the tree itself. It had obviously been there for a very
long time but how has it grown to its thickness and height with little in the way of good soil
around? The tree roots must go down very deeply to have got the necessary water and other
nutrients to have reached its size but why hasn’t anything else grown in the weird black ashlike ground? Did the tree take all the goodness from the ground leaving all other surrounding
plants to die and rot away? The mystery deepens and I’m sure Alex, as a writer, is keen to
develop his own fictional answers... we’ll all have to see in the great fullness in time!
Despite the rather strenuous and wet climb up hill, the sights from the top were impressive.
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The folly was eighteenth century and our only thought was that it was possibly a look out
tower used in warfare. There was some interesting heraldry sculpted on the stone but as the
folly was prey to the elements, much of the stonework was weather worn. I can say no more
because yet again it is another mystery in its own right.
However I could natter on for pages like my Black Forest article in another magazine issue so
let’s just leave the mystery open as it is before we solve it or even set up a special section in
the magazine to solving The Secrets of Kevin’s Big Back Garden.
Whilst in Scotland we visited Loch Ness and the Caledonian Canal. I will leave it to the other
Scottish article to give the detail. On our last night of the trip, after another grand dinner we
retreated to the equally grand lounge where we played charades and ‘guess who I am’ with
head bands. Great fun! Sally was presented (not like all other times with a wooden spoon as
a booby prize) with a Haggis Whistle -you could probably guess how it had ended up this way
- let’s just say what started out as a simple joke became a rather serious topic for Sally who
earnestly went outdoors into the dark and whistled away...
Of course the Haggises were in the Land of Nod as they are very much like us, awake in the
daytime and sleep very deeply at night so all the whistling in the world would never ever wake
them in their dreamy slumber. What more can I say?

All good wishes to Marcel and Jolande Spoelstra who got married
on 22 September 2005.
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Things People Say
By Mel Mear
I bought my Cappo in the Spring of 1996 and was never prepared for the remarks and
comments that were to follow through the years wherever I travelled.
I have seen quite a few of these remarks on the SCORE website and thought what a good,
amusing and fresh addition to the magazine these would make if they were to appear on a
regular basis. So here’s a few of the comments I’ve had to start the boll rolling... in fact, my
very first...
In the Spring of ‘96, driving with my top off (the car that is, not me!) into the harbour car park
at Mevagissey, down in Cornwall:
The car park attendant:
“Cor! Ain’t it tiny, good though, yeah very good... still I expect you got a proper car as well?”
Me, rather meekly (‘why?’ I ask myself, on reflection):
“Yes, I have.”
Later that same year, this time in Devon whilst entering the South West Sport and Kit Car
Show, on going to pay the man at the gate:
“Nah! That’s all right mate, home made cars get in for free!”
Me, not so meekly this time:
“Oh, OK then.”
And I drove straight in!
I joined SCORE in the Autumn of 1996, well 12 November to be precise, and have paid my
subscription regularly each year. I visit the website when I can, just to see the useful pieces of
advice and recommendations although I have to admit that I don’t really post messages. Living
down in Yelverton in Devon I went to the very first South West Regional Event superbly
organised by Amanda and Geoff Branton. We went to Lands End for a very unique and
memorable group photo at the famous Signpost and also to The Eden Project. It was great to
see a lot of other owners, with some like Alex Clouter and Clive & Yvonne Lacey who travelled
great distances down to our part of the world. It’s great to feel part of a big Cappuccino
community which stretches around the globe, from California down under to the Land of Oz
and NZ!
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WHATEVER YOUR PRIDE AND JOY...

REST ASSURED... WE’LL GET YOU COVERED.
The enthusiasts’ favourite for over twenty years, Footman James is one of the leading
specialist insurance brokers. With a UK client base of 140,000 owners of classic and vintage
vehicles, Footman James consistently uses its enormous influence to arrange the best deal
for you. So whatever your pride and joy, you can be confident that with Footman James
behind you, you’ve adopted the best policy. Talk to us soon... we’re at your service!
Policies include as standard:
Discounts for SCORE Members
Motor legal expenses
24-hour breakdown recovery (UK and European)
Personal accident to include road rage and car/ bike jacking
Limited mileage and multi-vehicle options

Call 0845 223 6151 and quote reference SCORE
www.footmanjames.co.uk
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. Telephone calls may be
monitored or recorded for your protection.
DISCOUNTED RATES for SCORE Members on modern car, motorcycle,
home and content insurance.
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Engagement Congratulations to...

George Dunning and his fiancée Emily.*

Paul Lambert, his fiancée Amanda and Cameron-Jayne.

* More details about George’s car later on!
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Our Kiwi Cappo and Us
By Alan Williams

Many years ago, when I wasn’t even old enough to have a drivers licence, I found my dream
car. I stood, staring, for several minutes and returned several times. I collected a brochure. I
left. I went back. I walked around and around. I left. I went back. I was intrigued to say the
least. I was only 14 at the time. I already had a car, even though you need to be 15 to have a
licence here in New Zealand.I asked my parents for a Cappuccino for months afterwards, but
apparently they weren’t made of money!
Time Warp to 2005…. Looking through www.trademe.co.nz I found an advert for a
Cappuccino for sale. Now having just sold our house for a whole lot more than I thought it
was worth I wondered if now was a good time to talk to my new wife about boyhood dreams…
It seems it was.
After many phone calls to mechanics and owners and selling-on-behalf-ofs, a deal was struck.
I was going to own a Cappuccino! Mwhahaha! The Auction was slightly rigged after my final
phone call. A minute before the auction ended the reserve was lowered to my price and I
upped my bid to the agreed price (Shhh don’t tell anyone – it’s against the terms and
conditions of the site) So, it’s 12-40 on the Sunday afternoon of a long weekend and I now
own a Cappuccino. Small problem: I live in Whangarei. That’s in Northland. The car is in
Christchurch. That’s almost in Southland.
Trucking my new prized possession wasn’t something I really wanted to do, because having
not seen the car, I may not want it once I do see it. Also the truckies might think it
interesting and “try it out”. Doesn’t appeal. But, on the other hand, it was 1350km away, with
some water to cross in the middle. What to do. After thinking about it long and hard, and
speaking to my over-enthusiastic brother-in-law who offered me a ride to the airport 3 hours
away… I made up my mind. A ROAD TRIP!
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I jumped online and loaded up the credit card. A flight each for Monique and myself, and a
ferry crossing for Cook Strait on the way back. Some may not realise the distance we had to
travel, there is a good 17 hours of driving all going well. And that’s not counting the 3-hour
ferry trip in the middle!
Sunday 16-00. We made a dash to Auckland Airport – Our local airport had its last flight to
Auckland only an hour earlier. Damn. The trip down was quick, no time for stops. Thanks to
Ian for the crazy trip down. Our arrival at the airport was nice and early – A whole 15 minutes
before the plane was due to leave! . Now as we all know, air planes have their own timezone.
It’s called “Greenwich Random Time”. After waiting around for over an hour and a half, we
finally flew out!
We had arranged for the seller of the Cappo to pick us up at the airport. I was glad for the ride,
as the airport was on the other side of the city to the car. I couldn’t believe how cold
Christchurch was. There were piles of hailstones which looked like snow built up against the
side of buildings – even though it hadn’t hailed for 2 days! We’d left the warm sunshine of
Northland a long way away. We set up the sales paperwork and we were on our way! In MY
Cappo! (My wife, Monique, would like to point out that it is in fact OUR Cappo… yes I have
let her drive it. Twice.) I had this familiar grin… from ear to ear… although my cheeks are a
little fatter now!
Fuelled up, and tyre pressures adjusted I felt the huge power of the F6A just wanting to be
unleashed. The 75% worn Dunlop lemons… err Le Mans was no match for the turbo power I
had under my twitching right foot. I nearly went around a couple of times! It was so much
fun. I couldn’t get the smile of my face. I found an excuse to call into a huge number of fuel
stations. I have to admit, I didn’t need fuel, I didn’t need food. I couldn’t resist getting even
more comments from the people! We ended up leaving the north side of Christchurch at about
12-15am.
The drive to Picton at the top of the South Island is something I have never experienced
before. 5 hours non stop, except for gas and a leak. Me, not the car. I thought it was quite
amazing that over the whole 5 hour trip, we saw less than 10 cars going the other way!. 5
hours! I also happen to know that the speed-limiter is still functional in my Cappo. This part
of the Country is known for its wind. Cook Strait is the passage of water between Picton and
Wellington – where the ferries run between. The wind somehow seems to funnel up between
them causing copious amounts of hassles for boaties.
Now a little story here – the guys should understand a little better, and those of you with some
class may want to skip on: “Relieving” myself in the windiest conditions I have ever been in,
proved hilarious. Now most of us guys will stop on the side of the road, if we have to, and
“relieve” ourselves in a private spot. The secret to it, we all know, is to pee far enough away
to not splash your shoes. On this occasion, it was SO windy there was no chance of my
splashing my shoes. Ensuring I was facing AWAY from the wind was very important.
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Now, where the splash landed, was about 20 metres from where I was standing, but left a wet
patch on the rocky beach about 5 metres in diameter. It was kind of like trying to tip the
contents of a McDonalds soft drink out of a car sunroof while travelling at 100MPH. Monique
was a little worried about my maniacal laugh. Anyway – I was impressed at how little the
Cappo was blown about in the gusts. Unfortunately the swell rolling in onto the beach,
combined with the howling of the wind, drowned out the noise of the train passing on the
other side of the road to where I had made my Relief Stop. I hope they were all asleep.….
Arriving in Picton at 5am, 2 hours before the ferry was due to board was another highlight for
me. Hands up if you have slept in your Cappo? In near freezing conditions? I’m a big boy. I’m
about 6’2” and nearly as wide! Being from the “winterless” North (Southern Hemisphere
remember!) we had taken just one fleece jacket each, and the jeans we were wearing. Not quite
enough after we awoke in the car, pre-frozen, and had to pick up our ferry tickets in the chilly
wind at 6-30am!
I think I should have been allowed a half price ferry crossing, considering the size of the car.
It took forever to get onto the ferry - I had to stop at each stage of the ferry boarding to explain
to every staff member along the way what type of car it was, where we got it, how much it
was, how fast it went and how big the engine is. We boarded the ferry and had a huge cooked
breakfast – just what I needed after lots of driving with very little sleep. I managed to sleep on
the floor of the ferry for most of the crossing, so hopefully I would be able to drive again later!
You’re not allowed access to the vehicle decks when the ferry is moving, so I had to wait for
HOURS before I could see my Cappo again. We met a friend in Wellington for lunch – she
laughed and laughed when she realised it was us in the dinky silver car. We did TXT her and
say we were in a small silver car… She made mention that it was REALLY small. I think she
wants one!
Here in Wellington, I parked in a proper car park for the very first time. As I locked the door, I
realised there really was no need for the effort I had put into parking. I had made sure I was in
the very centre of the parking space (I always do) and had crept forward as far as possible, but
without touching the front lip on the stop. As I walked away I looked back to see my
ridiculously small car parked deeply in between a 5.7L V8 Holden and a 3.0L V6 Hyundai
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sedan. It was like a toddler on a bus seat, stuck between two overweight grandmothers.
Hilarious, but I guess you had to be there.
I thought Wellington would be a great place to have a good look over the outside of the car,
but once again my plans were foiled. The sky was filled with heavy dark clouds, and the cold
wind full of horizontal rain. Heading further north, the temperatures were finally on the way
up! I suddenly thought of something I have never had to think of before. When I had
inflated the tyres, the air temperature was in single figures (and at the low end of that scale
too!). Now we were getting up into double figures, up around 15C and the tyres were much
harder. It didn’t help that I had put 28PSi in to start with. I realised this a little too late - we
had come across some roadworks.
The long holiday weekend meant there was a lot of traffic. Some bright spark had used some
fist sized river stones as a base for the repairs, and laid finer gravel over the top to smooth off
the surface. As we all know, roadworks on a long weekend always end up messy. I’m certain
the violently rough surface, and the high pressure in the tyres led to the disappearance of one
of my grille inserts on the left side. I stopped off at another gas station to adjust the tyre
pressures to a sensible level and get some more “feedback” on my purchase.
The Desert Road is a horrible piece of road in the central North Island. There is an Army base
located on this road at Waiuku – I’m sure its sole purpose is to freeze all the “soft” recruits to
death, nice and early. This was my first experience of driving in snow. I took it nice and easy,
allowing enough room in front to stop. I also added a bit more room to allow for the short gap
behind me! My first snow experience was completely uneventful, fortunately. The guy who
decided to pull out on the overtaking lane couldn’t say the same! Serves him right! We took
a detour further ahead, to avoid the possibility of any more snow!
Another 5 hour stint in the car was starting to take its toll. We decided to stop off in
Taumaranui for a meal and a leg stretch. I had to laugh out loud – we had stopped at traffic
lights, and two small girls crossing the road were pointing and giggling! Their mother tried to
stop them, but saw us laughing in the car – she couldn’t help but smirk. I had been taking it
nice and slow the whole way, I didn’t want to try anything in a car I was just getting to know.
I had to start pressing a little harder, it began to dawn on me how far we still had to go. I let
Monique drive for a few hours so I could take a break.
I don’t have a good recollection of those hours. I wasn’t asleep, but I wasn’t awake either. We
made it to Hamilton and had a quick break. Just a walk around the car and away we went
again. We thought about finding a motel, but Auckland City was only an hour away. I phoned
my pal Andrew who “offered” us a bed for the night… at my suggestion. Monique made me
play stupid games, like “I-spy” and the “Number Plate” game, just to keep me awake. There
was no chance of us staying awake all the way home – still 4 hours away, Auckland was as far
as we could go tonight.
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We arrived at Andrew’s house and unpacked: We took our back pack and our jackets out of
the car. Our total luggage for the trip was: the backpack containing our 2 jackets, our
toothbrushes, a pair of underwear each and our wallets. We had nothing to sleep in, and had
to wear the same clothes the next day! Eeeew! It felt great to finally sleep in a bed – even
though it had enough roll together to rival a wringer washing machine! Still, I can’t complain
– it could have been another night in the Cappo.
Upon awaking the next morning, we realised the house was empty besides us. Andrew and
his wife, Becs, had gone to work. We made ourselves some breakfast, had a quick shower and
got back on the road. As the most familiar part of the whole trip, the road home was easy. We
even stopped a little way from work and took the roof off. Our very first topless Cappo
experience! All our family had mysteriously gathered at work. What a coincidence that they
all showed up at the same time we were due to get there!
I really wish I had a little more time to prepare – for a start, I’d have taken the digital camera.
Sheeesh, that should have been obvious. I would have stopped at all the interesting spots for
a quick pic.
We have since made good use of OUR Cappo. We have travelled over 5000km since April. It
only gets used on weekends and maybe once during the week. And it’s only just coming into
summer!
All in all, I was most impressed. The economy was phenomenal! I averaged about 4.8L/ 100km
or 54 MPG.
As the McDonalds advertisement says (here in NZ anyway) “I’m lovin’ it!”

Kiwi.. what you may not know
The nickname was bestowed by the Australians soldiers to
New Zealanders in the days of World War 1.
The kiwi is the only bird known to have nostrils at the end of its bill.
The kiwi is related to the ostrich of Africa and the emu in Australia.
The kiwi has one of the largest egg-to-body weight ratios of any bird - the
egg averages 15% of the female’s body (compared to 2% for the ostrich).
Kiwis live in pairs and mate for life, sometimes as long as 30 years.
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Tales from the Deep South... and Far North
By Tracy Hickman and Stewart Genery

This Christmas we decided to try the Kiwi tradition of taking our New Zealand summer
holiday (still not quite used to that being in December as ex-Brits!!) and ventured North in our
Cappuccino. We decided to travel the whole length of Highway One, from Bluff in the deep
South to Cape Reinga in the far North, and back again.
We had a later than planned start as the lights were left on on our Honda whilst saying lengthy
goodbyes to our cat at the cattery, which resulted in a flat battery and a wait for the AA. So
instead of driving 60km to Bluff and back we set off from Invercargill, in torrential rain and gale
force winds - the usual lovely summer weather in the South!
Halfway through our first day we noticed a rattle coming from one of the roof locks. Having
reassured ourselves that it was safely closed, we continued driving but the rattle became more
& more annoying. Eventually we were forced to stop as the only way to halt the noise was for
the lock to be held - not the most comfortable position for the passenger - and we were
starting to see daylight through the roof! It turned out that one of the screws had worked its
way loose, luckily a nice easy fix.
Otherwise our journey up was uneventful - the weather improved and we were finally able to
take the roof off. Christmas Day was spent walking in lovely countryside around Picton at the
top of the South Island, with Cappy having a well deserved rest after 988km in two days.
On Boxing Day we crossed the Cook Strait on the ferry, mercifully it was a wonderfully calm
crossing. After 1049km of clear roads on the South Island, we encountered a huge traffic jam
shortly after arriving on the North Island and it took an hour to travel 17km! At least it was
another lovely hot & sunny day and the coastal highway was stunning to watch (albeit
very slowly).
Unfortunately Cappy wasn’t reacting well to the hot weather. We think that the inlet and
outlet valves on the turbo were overheating, a problem we had previously encountered and
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thought we had resolved. The symptom was slightly embarrassing - a loud 'quack' from the
turbo after starting the engine and when slowing down after a long drive! Luckily the short
term fix of spraying WD40 on the valves seemed to muffle the sound into more of a growl,
and otherwise she was running smoothly.
We continued on up the North Island, through forests and past volcanoes, with a few
overnight stops for sightseeing and to meet friends. The weather continued hot & sunny and
before long we were both sporting very red noses (matching our Cappo). Although we did
encounter heavy rain whilst driving through Auckland with the roof off, on the motorway! To
the delight of other drivers we kept going and proved the theory that it is possible to drive in
the rain with the roof off and not get wet, as long as you don't slow down. It's a good job
there were no delays on that section!
After a week of travelling we finally reached the top of the North Island, and decided to
venture the 20km of unsealed gravel road to reach Cape Reinga, the most Northerly point. We
were told that leaving for the drive at 5pm we would miss all the 4WD tours and so the road
wouldn't be as dusty, but Cappy still ended up filthy, with dust in every nook & cranny.
However, it was definitely worth it as the views were awe inspiring and it was good to know
that we were probably the first Cappo to drive there!
We then started the long journey home, but with a real highlight on the way. In Hamilton we
met up with Graham and Anneke, with their Cappo Suzy, for a lovely drive. Shortly after
leaving them, we encountered a fierce storm with incredibly high winds and heavy rain. For
about 100km we drove past landslips and fallen trees, until eventually we reached our next
overnight stop.
After a terrible night’s sleep, mainly due to worrying about the next day’s ferry crossing after
forecasts of 5m swells and 180kph wind gusts, we rose at dawn for the drive to Wellington.
The crossing was a very pleasant surprise, a little choppy but nowhere near as bad as the
weather predictions (just goes to show that weather forecasts are equally reliable all over the
world!). Whilst staying in Nelson (top of the South Island) we met a lady who not only
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recognised a Cappuccino, but told us of another red one based locally! She herself owned a
Bambina (like us), and used to park next to a Cappo on a daily basis. We had thought we were
the only owners on the South Island, so we're looking forward to trying to trace the other
owners - maybe we could have a meet half-way up the island!
Travelling south we came across several interesting sights, including road signs warning of
penguins crossing (thanks Alex for putting our photo on the front cover!), and bridges that
combined the road & railway - we literally had to drive along the tracks!! Unfortunately we
also had a short spell of bad luck. One day we had a cracked windscreen, luckily it was
repairable as there was unlikely to be a Cappo screen in stock at the local Autoglas,
particularly as we were on the isolated west coast!!
The following day we heard a strange flapping noise whilst driving between a lake and a rock
face. Once we were back in open landscape we couldn't hear the sounds any more so assumed
it had been a stone in the tyre. However a little later Stewart heard the noise again, and
suggested pulling over at a garage to check the tyres for stones. It quickly became apparent
that this was unnecessary as somehow Tracy had managed to drive 50km on a completely flat
tyre! Strangely the repair company was unable to find any problems with the tyre, so it was
re-inflated and managed the last 400km with no dramas! And so we ended up back in
Invercargill, but not quite at the end of our journey as we still had to do the beginning! We
drove straight through the city and down Highway One to Bluff, where there was time for a
quick photoshoot before finally heading home.
In total we travelled 4990km (it was tempting to drive a 10km detour, but that would have
been cheating), using 257 litres of fuel at a cost of NZ$359. Amazing scenery, great
accommodation, food & wine, and for the most part lovely sunny weather - we really
couldn't have wished for a better holiday!
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The last (probably) and first ever registered Cappuccinos in New Zealand!

A Cappuccino Yarn
By Steve Banner
Body language is a funny thing. That’s what struck me as I advanced towards the Audi driver
who had just rammed the rear end of my Cappuccino, purchased new just six months
previously.
As I walked forwards, he walked backwards, clearly anxious to stay out of reach, his whole
stance telling me that he was desperately worried that I was about to do him a serious
mischief. He ended up so far away that he had to shout his insurance details to me.
That was over ten years ago, long before anybody had used the expression ‘road rage’. And
there was no need to be all that cross, I reasoned, as I walked back to my beloved two-seater.
After all, all he’d done was break the rear number plate and buckle the mounting bracket.
Unfortunately he’d done a lot more than that, as was revealed when I got back home and
opened the boot. The impact had put a ripple in the boot floor, which meant I couldn’t get the
spare wheel out should I have needed to.
I got the damage fixed, although to be honest the boot lid has never looked quite right since.
But that wasn’t the only indignity the world’s favourite little sports car suffered during its
formative years.
It was Christmas 1995, and I parked my Cappuccino in an overflow car park in the nearest big
town to do a bit of last-minute shopping. In a hurry I made the fatal mistake of leaving the
removable front of the radio in place while I dashed off to buy a few gifts.
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When I returned, a little pile of glass on the ground told its own alas all-too-familiar story.
Some horrible yob had smashed the window in the nearside passenger door, grabbed the radio
control panel, then tried to lever out the radio itself. From the mess he’d made of the
dashboard it looked as though he’d used a crowbar – and that’s how I discovered just how
expensive Cappuccino fascia parts can be.
All the foregoing might have persuaded some people to quietly sell their Cappuccino and buy
something worthy but dull like, say, a Mazda MX5. But not me – because driving a
Cappuccino is fun, fun, fun! In fact it’s just about the best fun you can have with your clothes
on.
My Cappuccino has taken me all over Britain on both business and pleasure, both with and
without its roof, and the reaction it gets is still incredible. Comments range from “really cool
wheels man” from a van driver who overtook me just outside Slough to ‘is it a Porsche?” from
an office receptionist in Birmingham. What’s more, it’s amazing how much luggage you can
pack into it if you give the exercise a bit of thought. It’s even more amazing how easy it is to
park. You can get it into spaces that would defeat most conventional cars.
Nor has my Cappuccino caused me too much trouble, aside from an occasional flat battery.
OK, progressively replacing almost the entire air conditioning system over the years, including
the compressor, hasn’t come cheap, and I’m starting to see those tell-tale paint bubbles just
above the rear wheel arches. But otherwise it’s still hale and hearty after almost eleven years
of ownership.
So why did I buy it in the first place? Because it looked fabulous, because I fancied something
different, and because – when you think about it – there are precious few small rear-wheeldrive cars around these days.
Would I sell it? No way. I’ll only think about disposing of it when I physically can’t climb in
and out – and I hope I’m still a good few years away from that unhappy day.
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Two Desirable Accommodation Venues
Each owned by a SCORE member, open to all members!

ARDGYE HOUSE, ELGIN, MORAYSHIRE, SCOTLAND

Scottish Tourist Board 4 Star Guest House
Ardgye House is set in the heart of rural Morayshire, offering the best in comfort,
satisfaction and customer service. The Edwardian mansion house has a magnificent oak
panelled dining room, elegant bedrooms, a superb lounge and fine views over Laich of
Moray. Open all year round. B&B starts from £25 (Single) and £20 (Double/Twin).
Packed lunch £6 and evening meals from £10. All prices per person.
Contact: Kevin Todd (SCORE Member!) on 01343 850 618
www.ardgyehouse.com

LE CASTEL, MONTPICHON, NORMANDY, FRANCE

Napoleon III Chateau Guest House with just six luxurious rooms.
Near ferry ports. Rooms from £70 a night B&B. There is also a
two-bedroomed, self-catering Gite from £350 a week.
Take Le Castel's pet llamas out for a country walk!

Le Castel is owned by SCORE member Jon Barnsley and was venue for the Spring
2006 Normandy Tour. Special 10% discount for SCORE members.
www.le-castel-normandy.com

00 33 2 33 17 00 45
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Married to a Cappuccino
By Andrew Young

Of all the cars I have ever owned, five years would be about the longest ever! So when I
suddenly realised I had been sharing my life with a Cappo, nicknamed Li’ll (for little) Rat
hence the number plate, for over eleven years. I really felt it was time to add pen to keyboard.
Of course when I say “I” that’s the Royal “I”! I Tax it, I insure it, I clean it, I pay for the
services... “she” drives it ! And despite the passage of time, the logic of matching a car to the
personality of the user, is as true now as it was the first time I saw a Cappo at the ‘Old Suzuki
HQ Building’ at the end of 1993.
It was (just as she is !) not really very practical , a LOT faster looking than it really is, not
really very good in icy weather, but always ready to raise a smile on anyone’s lips the minute
you see her/ it !
Eleven years on, there’s a little bit of rust (and just at the moment a mystery loss of power
when you really put your foot down) and the car’s about the same as, well, but with less than
60K on the clock and no sign of varicose veins yet, there seems plenty of time left!
Denied a Cappo of my own I have tried countless cars, to try to raise the ‘smile on the lips’
factor, or even the ‘after you I don’t mind being held up by a “TVR that’s been left out in the
rain too long and has shrunk.” But it’s no good, there’s nothing like it! However, somebody in
the family has to have a car big enough to go shopping … or of course to join the person in
the city centre car park after they have bought a new holiday case that they can’t get in the
car! Somebody also has to have something a bit more visible on motorways or more stable in
cross winds or better in ice. Ah well, that’s my excuse for owning three more cars at the same
time!
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Will Chris and I keep the Cappo…. ? Just as long as we can bend our backs enough to get in
it …. ! Will it continue to work as an excuse for not taking the elderly parents shopping or the
grandsons on outings (when we don’t want to)... you bet! And we’ll be staying loyal to
SCORE as well... we joined back in September 1996 and although we’ve hardly been out at
club events because of other commitments, it’s great assurance to us that it’s there to help at
any time either through the magazine or on the website.
By the way, the Cappuccino’s still the best excuse for driving the long way home... ever!

With a little help from our friends
By John Wylie

It really all started about three and a half years ago when my neighbours and good friends,
Martin & Linda Jones bought their Cappo.
Last summer Martin designed and built us a large garage in our garden so it was now possible
to buy a Cappo and store it in the dry. Martin found a 1994 red Cappuccino at Trimdon
Colliery in County Durham. Up we went on Saturday 10th December 2005. The car seemed
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in good condition even though I knew it had been involved in an accident and since been
repaired with a new front wing and headlamp. The price was agreed and Martin and I returned
a week later with his trailer to collect the car. It was out of tax and I wanted to make sure
everything was OK before putting her on the road.
After discovering the radiator was overheating we trailered the car to Martin’s mechanic.
Simon discovered the cylinder head gasket had gone but it didn’t phase him. He carried out
the necessary repairs as well as a service and new Cam Belt. Four new tyres later just to be on
the safe side and the car was ready for the road.
Martin told me about Diamond Insurance Services and classic car insurance was organised at
only £146 for the year.
At last only two months after buying the car she was on the road and on Saturday 18th
February we had the perfect first outing. A sunny day with the top down, a bit cool but some
pleasant scenery following Martin & Linda around parts of West Yorkshire we had never been.
Emley Moor, Flockton, Briestfield, Whitley, Bretton, Chevet, and Nostell and all within
twenty minutes of our village.
The Cappo loves the twisting country roads. Maggie and I are now looking forward to the
summer visiting new places not just on our own but with other SCORE members.

Cappuccino Meanderings
By Angela Roylance

My daughter has always rated cappuccino coffees by the time it takes for a spoonful of sugar
to be sink beneath the froth. My frothy Suzuki Cappuccino still has the sugar on top after
eleven years of ownership. It is an ex demo model in Mercury Silver and I still rate it highly.
The great thing about it is that this car is FUN to drive. I love its size – great for getting into
those narrower parking spaces that other cars can’t use and I love its ‘’nippiness’’ with that
turbo-charged engine. I also like the shape of the car and its clever roof in three sections. Years
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ago I bought the tonneau cover, which I have used, but because I drive short distances most
of the time I unclip the panel above the driver’s seat on a glorious summer’s day as this is so
quick and easy to do.
Shopping has never been a problem either, so long as I go on my own and so long as all the
roof panels are on the car! It’s amazing what can be stashed into the boot, on the passenger’s
seat, in the passenger footwell and even on the rear shelf. However, as I tend to take the ‘full
baggage allowance’ with me on holiday we use my husband’s car when it comes to holidays.
So my Cappuccino has had a relatively easy existence having clocked up nearly 45,000 miles
to date. It hasn’t had any major ailments so far (touch wood) apart from the familiar rear brake
calliper problem. Recently it had a bit of cosmetic surgery as rust was showing through above
the rear wheel arch and sill but now it looks as good as new. It has a throatier sound too, since
a Larini stainless steel exhaust was fitted (as advertised in the SCORE magazine). Right now
it needs a check-up, as the air conditioning is not working so I’ve got my fingers crossed that
it won’t be too expensive.
I attended the very first meeting of the Cappuccino Owners’ Club when SCORE was founded.
Since then I’ve enjoyed reading the SCORE magazines which are very interesting and
informative. I like to read about the trips that have been organised, and the snags other
owners have dealt with. Only once have I left the interior light switched on by accidentally
knocking the switch, so I too have had the flat battery like other SCORE members have
reported. They say you learn from your mistakes and I certainly have – now I lock the doors
AND check the interior light. In my case I was lucky the battery went flat when the car was
on the drive at home so that wasn’t too bad. It could have been worse – I might have needed
the AA. Actually I did have to call the AA on another occasion – just once – but that was very
embarrassing and I’m determined that I won’t do it again (putting the keys down inside the
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car and slamming the doors locked after getting out). So if you see someone walking away
from a silver Cappuccino muttering ‘keys in hand, interior light checked’ it’s sure to be me!
Undoubtedly the Cappuccino is a car to be noticed. It’s amazing how many strangers have
started up a conversation about the car – at petrol stations in particular and in car parks. It’s
been called a ‘Toy Car’, a ‘Nippy Car’ and lots more besides, but the person usually says it with
a smile on his face while there’s a broad grin on mine. The latest ‘enquiry’ about the car came
from a Salvation Army door to door collector who admired it on the drive and asked questions
about it for far longer than it took him to collect the coins into his collection box. It also gets
noticed by groups of boys of about 10 years of age who give the thumbs up sign and shout
‘nice car!!’ as I drive by, much to my amusement.
As my car has aged so have I. Let’s just say that I am not as agile as I used to be. Now it
wouldn’t do to be seen crawling in and out of this beautiful but LOW car so getting in and
out has become a practised illusion of youthfulness and grace!! Perhaps it’s to do with the fact
that the Cappuccino reminds me of the time when I had a Triumph Spitfire in my younger
days. Getting in and out of the car was a lot easier then!
I have always said that I’d keep the Cappuccino until I can’t get in and out of it any more. Let’s
hope that that doesn’t happen for a long time as I’m still enjoying driving this fun car as much
as I did the day I bought it. Long may it continue to be the light-hearted, fun means of
transport that brings smiles to faces all around.

Acting has never been my forté
By Martin Jones
Christmas 1991 and Linda and I were sat at our breakfast bar when a friend from our village,
Gwen, popped round for a drink. We sat having a good old chin wag when she related a story
to us about a conversation she had been having at work with an Assistant Director from
“Emmerdale”. She worked for a company in Leeds who rented furnished accommodation. In
the story Rachel Hughes was going to Leeds University and they need to use a typical student
flat. Our friend was very helpful and sorted them out. In return she was given the
opportunity to be in the studio audience of “Through the Keyhole” with a promise of
Yorkshire Television returning the favour.
I told Gwen I would love to be a TV extra and as “Emmerdale” was one of my favourite
programmes I fancied being in “The Woolpack”. Gwen relayed my request to her newly found
TV Director friend and I forwarded a recent photograph taken of me in uniform with my Police
Dog with all my contact details and measurements.
Several weeks later I received a phone call totally out of the blue from a Prop Buyer who was
starting work on a new programme called “Touch of Frost”. I was asked if I was able to take
my dog, along to do some filming and if possible get someone else to do likewise. I spoke to
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D.I. Warren and Zoe Tate from Emmerdale

my Inspector who was very non committal. I went to the top and asked my Superintendent
and relayed the story to him. He gave me permission to do the programme and wished me
luck. He was also an ardent “Emmerdale” fan and said he looked forward to seeing me on the
programme. I pointed out they would pay me expenses and asked what I should do. In a thick
Yorkshire accent he said “Put it in your pocket and say nowt and you haven’t told me”
Little was I to know that “Frost”, starring David Jason, would be such a success. I had eight
days’ work on the first episode and a colleague had six days. I became good friends with John
the First Assistant Director who had been Gwen’s contact. One day he was stood next to me
and my Police Dog “Major” giving me some direction. Suddenly he reached across me to point
where he wanted me to walk. “Major” didn’t know the difference between TV work and real
work and took this sudden movement towards me to be one of malice. He responded with
gusto, with a snarl and a lunge forward to protect me. John moved quicker than he had ever
done before and my tight hold of the lead prevented any injury. John had sudden respect for
“Major”. It didn’t put the block on our career because Major and his predecessor “Kwon”
featured in several episodes of “Frost”.

The cops from Hearbeat, including me!
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Two SCORE ‘Acting’ Cops: Martin Jones & Malcolm Nutbrown

A few months after I received a call from John who had remembered I had wanted to do
“Emmerdale”. He got me a very small part as a “Man from the Ministry”. I appeared as a very
small speck in the distance wearing a white paper suit, hard hat and wellies. I have had a few
other minor roles but then I started getting calls from “Emmerdale” about police procedures.
They obviously want things right and even though artistic licence takes over, sometimes they
started to contact me more and more. I quickly became a paid Police Consultant to the
programme. I have given advice on a lot of the major police storylines from conception
through to the final filming. I have had the chance to advise some of the main characters and
was fortunate to be the Police Officer who checked Chris Tate's’ pulse when he died from self
inflicted cyanide poisoning. I was also the Police Officer who waded into the stream at the
scene of Ashley and Louise’s car crash to try and rescue him during the storm. I was also
offered a scripted part as a firearms officer, Sgt Sterling, when Andy Sugden accidentally shot
Jack in April 2004. I had several lines to say but it didn’t go to my head.
I have been an extra on other programmes such as “Heartbeat”, “Circle of Deceit”, “The
Whitehouse Murders”, “Prime Suspect”, “The Royal”, “September Song” and “This is
Personal”.
In October 2003, I had been to do another episode of “Frost” filmed at The Owlerton Dog
Stadium in Sheffield. I had organised a few other people who could act as Police Officers to
attend and do what they could do best. I had done this in the past for “Heartbeat” as well, so
the Production Companies knew the people I was sending could perform the role better than
any other untrained extras. I was asked if the payment for the people I had organised was to
be paid through my agency... an agency that didn’t exist! January 2004 saw the
formation of MARLIN Police Consultant and Acting Agency. My wife Linda had been a police
woman for seven years so we joined forces in name and created an acting agency providing
police extras or supporting artistes as they are sometimes known. The 30 people I had work
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for over the previous years all agreed that I could take commission if I found them more
acting work. That number has now grown to a database of over 300 people, all with police
skills.
465 days of work for the agency in 2004 will see that figure more than double for 2005. Most
people are retired from the police but, like me, 49 is no age to pack in. They don’t lose their
skills, know how to drive, handle weapons, prisoners and police dogs and know how to wear
the uniform. Even more important the Production Companies have all the advice they need on
tap which adds realism to the shows they produce.
Fellow SCORE member, Malcolm Nutbrown, used to work with me and now does a lot of TV
work for the Agency. We had a Cappuccino day out to Heartbeat country this year with two
other retired cops and we had a day’s work thrown in. The last two years have been incredible
and we have had Extras on:- “Emmerdale”, “Heartbeat”, “The Royal”, “Touch of Frost”,
“Diamond Geezer”, “Faith”, “Brief Lives”, “Big Dippers”, “Silent Witness”, “The Stepfather”,
“Donovan”, “Millions”, “No Angels”, My Parents are Aliens”, “Blue Murder”, “The Ghost
Squad”, “If I Had You”, “Where The Heart Is”, “Steel River Blues”, “The Marchioness”, “Fat
Friends” and “Spinechillers”. Not a bad portfolio.
We are also currently working on three new programmes, “Waterloo Road” and “Cracker” plus
a new programme with a working title of “The Likes of Us” or “The Street”. I have taken a bit
of a back seat from the acting side but like to go out if there are a lot of extras out. It is a bit
like the Derby and Joan Club for Retired Police.
I think I can safely say if you see someone acting as a Police Officer on a programme filmed
in the Yorkshire area, the chances are they know exactly what they are doing.
The Cappuccino fascinates people on set and I try and take it whenever I can. I also like to
have a photo of someone famous with the car. The number plate always raises a smile.

Visit the SCORE Events Forum on the Message Board of
www.suzuki-cappuccino.com
for more information about all the club meetings going on.
You’ve read about what goes on, now try for yourself!
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Two First Loves In My Life
By George Dunning

I love my Cappuccino - just don't tell the missus.
After being a member of SCORE for 5 years I have finally found the time to write an article for
the magazine which I love to read. So I suppose I should start at the beginning.
I first purchased my shining example of a Cappuccino in the Summer of 2000, I hadn’t always
wanted one. I had been keen to buy a Berkeley kit car which ran from a motorbike engine, but
after a bit of research discovered that they were not the most reliable of cars. Pretty, but
abound with faults. I needed a first car with more WOW. Then I remembered a little silver car
I had always seen driving around Birmingham. I had always looked and admired but until now
never thought I could actually buy one and so set my sights on finding out what it was and
how I could get one.
It turned out to be a Cappuccino and after a little homework I discovered that I could just
about afford one. To cut a long story short I found a wonderful 1995 example with only
18,000 miles on the clock (it has now done 50,000), shiny red and totally original.
I joined SCORE straight away and enjoyed driving to many shows and events meeting loads
of car enthusiasts. I guess I got the Cappo bug good and proper. About two years later I began
to fiddle with the engine and interior, I wanted to make my car a little more
individual. Not being very mechanically minded I stuck to little cosmetic jobs like changing
the air filter, fitting a stainless steel exhaust, painting the callipers red, waxoil, changing the
interior of the car somewhat by adding a little red leather and a painted dash and changing the
sound system too. I was pleased with the results and with plenty of polish my car was a gem.
Of course the car was now starting to show its age with telltale rust spots appearing I had to
make a hard decision, sell the car or repair the rust? After repairing the rear arches twice over
two consecutive years I realised that I had to make big decisions. I had just changed jobs and
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begun work as a primary school teacher and moved into a new house with my girlfriend. So
was the car to go? No chance! I had far too much fun going around Silverstone! I decided to
have the car restored with Cappuccino Sport.
I started with a fairly modest budget but as with all great projects this soon doubled and a bit
more. I have to say that Levois, Suzuki SCORE Dealer in Colchester, was so well known I was
extremely happy to find out that it was they who did the mechanical work on the car with
Cappuccino Sport. Dave Benson was always talking about their expertise and he as always was
spot on.
Originally I wanted the rust fixed, but then I saw Dany Gagnon’s car! Could I have a car that
looked like that? Well the rear arches and sills were being changed anyway, so why not? But
then how would it perform, it would need new height adjustable suspension, brakes, bigger
wheels, low profile tyres, why not do the doors as well, just like Lambo doors. I visited the
workshop and saw Victor’s pearlescent purple Cappuccino and all the parts Cappuccino Sport
had to offer… Oh dear, I was running out of body organs to sell, I’m sure Sarsons will be
interested in the pickled ones!! But what the hell why not! Let’s completely strip the car,
upgrade the engine with forged pistons, induction kit, silicone hoses, oh the list goes on and
on. But oh what fun!! Of course the hardest decision – what colour? Simple you might think
but Cappuccino Sport can paint your car any colour! The only thing not changed was the
interior, I had spent many hours completing this myself, so the red leather stayed, nice!
The car was off the road for quite some time but I now have a dream car which brings a huge
smile to my face whenever I look at it (and hysterical laughing every time I drive it), and deep
down I know it is absolutely worth every penny! A head turner it most definitely is! Of course
the story doesn’t end here, I have just got engaged to Emily, so now I have two first loves but
now I must also stop spending money on my car and think about a pretty wedding.
Anyone know where I can get a stretched limo Cappuccino for the wedding – perhaps a new
project car??
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Ten Years with the Cappo
By Anne Andersen
It was in November '95 when I was cycling home and waited next to a dear little car which I
had not seen before at some traffic lights. As it sped away, I noticed the name Cappuccino
on its boot. I was smitten immediately, had not noticed the make, so trailed round several
garages before tracking down a secondhand silver one on a Suzuki forecourt, and a brand new
red one in the showroom. I persuaded my husband Bjarne to come and look, he poo pooed
it saying there wasn't room for my golf clubs and other baggage - I am not one for
travelling light! As is my nature, I persisted, and we each had a trial run out - I was hooked,
just couldn't stop smiling!! We went to talk to the salesman. I really didn't want to change
out my old Rover until our younger son went off to university 9 months ahead but the
salesman explained that it was now or never, as Cappos had not been imported since
September due to their failure to comply with new emissions regulations after that date. I
decided on the new red one - if you're going to have a sports car, it must be red - sorry, you
silvers! The price was £12,500, we tried to knock him down, but he was not biting. We
found another Cappo at Stoke on Trent, that garage would let us have it for £12,000, so I went
back to my local chap and told him I would buy elsewhere if he wouldn't negotiate. After all,
what other mad woman would come along and want to buy an open top sports car the week
before Christmas? And I pointed out to him that 2 weeks later, the car would already be one
register year older! As usual, I persisted! He gave in and he let me have it for £11,500, and
gave me an alarm and 2 books. Four months later the garage went bankrupt - I felt guilty! I
bought a set of mats and was soooooo happy!! My son and I walked to collect it, while the
salesman was explaining the gadgets, my son asked if it had central locking. "No sonny, you
just lean over and click the catch!" Robin was not amused at being put down like that!
I had asked about undersealing, not necessary the salesman said, but having asked my own
independent garage, they recommended it, so I drove it straight from the Suzuki dealer to my
servicing garage and had it waxoiled! On the way I was very concerned about the little
asterisk green light which kept flashing on when I put my foot down, so I drove slowly and
carefully and expressed my concern to my friendly mechanic. He roared with laughter and
explained about the turbo kicking in - then all the mechanics came out to admire the little
beast and how neatly everything was tucked away!
Within a year I was invited to join SCORE and was delighted to meet with other "anoraks"
like me, and enjoyed seeing lots of Cappos together and driving in convoy! I missed the first
meet in Wales as we were away on holiday, but was at the next meet at Biggleswade which
was fantastic, about 70 Cappos together, it was so exciting!! That's where I learned about the
best polish to use, the best blacking stuff, and that a Euro Hike Tent Bag perfectly fitted the
shelf behind the seats!
For eight years I have attended the annual summer gathering, and also been to 9 AGM’s! It is
so great to be with other enthusiasts and hear their stories, and I love treasure hunts and
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convoys! I have also been to quite a few local meets which have been fun! I've frothed a few
Cappos too! Thank you especially to Alex who has been such a source of strength and
everything else to SCORE !!
A few years back I went out with a girlfriend in the Cappo to a country village 50 miles away.
Unexpectedly she wanted to buy a little occasional table. She told the assistant she could
only take it if it would fit in the car. "Of course it will fit in the boot," the assistant said
loftily. We assured her it wouldn't! "Well, it will easily sit on the back seat." We told her
there wasn't one. We decide that I should drive the car to the shop and try it out. Barbara
and the assistant were standing by the roadside as I drew up. I could see the assistant's face
was a picture of amazement, and horror at the thought of a lost sale, as even she was
beginning to take on board that this would be a shoehorn job! But Barbara and I are
innovative and determined; Barbara got in, the assistant forced the table in onto her lap - we
debated taking off the roof but it was too chilly - and we unsafely drove home! Barbara had to
keep telling me if there was no traffic from the left as we needed to cross main roads, and I
managed to drive the whole journey without second gear! Whenever I go to her house, we
both look at the table and smile!!
The only time I was cross with the Cappo for her restricted space was this year, when Bjarne
& I were travelling from Stafford to London to attend the wedding of my godson, a really posh
do at St Bride's Church in Fleet Street. Determined not to let the groom's side down, I had
packed my best outfit in a suit carrier, had an enormous hat box, and a little suitcase with all
the other bits and pieces. Bjarne had the same (but not the hat box) and the suit carriers were
laid across the back seat to avoid creases. As we left home, I remarked on the terrible smell
of diesel, and within half a mile, we had stopped to look under the car - and discovered a leak!
So a quick return to base, everything in the 2 small suitcases had to be repacked into the Euro
Hike Tent Bag and the suit carriers rolled in the boot, groan groan. I had to abandon the
hatbox and carry the hat on my knees - I let Bjarne drive rather than have him mis-handle my
hat! I had not cleaned the car or filled up with petrol and had to pay 99.9p per litre on the
motor way! Many tears were shed for the first hour, but we arrived safely and only a little late,
and the wedding was wonderful! We stayed at a posh hotel where the doorman parked your
car. I asked him to be very careful where he put my Cappo, he said they used a local garage,
but when he drove her round for us to load up the next day (where many guests were able to
admire her!), he told me he had found a tiny space (it would have been!) on the premises so
that he could keep an eye on her! I tipped him well! He insisted on parking her in the
archway entrance to the hotel for us to take a good photo - then he wanted one with him in
it too - he loved her!
There is not a day I have regretted having my dear little Cappo, she always makes me smile!
Ten wonderful years of motoring, and 24,000 on the clock! My garage do me a special
"service" twice a year - hardly worth paying for the recommended one, I think they just enjoy
having a poke round the engine and test driving it afterwards!! I wish the weather allowed
me to go topless more often, but I try to at least take off the driver’s side of the roof if the sun
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is shining! She has run beautifully and never let me down. I have had one new battery, one
new stainless steel exhaust, one puncture - I hated running on that little yellow wheel - and
two rust treatments, of course the rear wheel arches!
In my wardrobe I have a Cappuccino top from Mark & Spencer's, and in my make up bag a
Cappuccino lipstick from Tesco! Lidl sells delicious schogotten Cappuccino chocolate for only
39p a bar, and there are countless Cappuccino cups and drinks around - and I have many of
them! Nowadays, anything Cappuccino is a sort of addiction with me!
When I bought her I said I hoped to have her at least a couple of years, until I got rheumatism
or grandchildren! Fortunately I am still nimble enough to get in and out - unfortunately my
sons are being extremely slow on the grandchildren front - so that is why I have enjoyed my
Cappo for 10 wonderful years!
Hope to see you at Biggleswade in June 2006, you'll know me by my Euro Hike Tent Bag!!
Anne Andersen 84 - that's my SCORE number, not my age!
PS.
My Cappo has gone in for a 24700 service and MOT. The garage rang and left a message on
my answerphone, saying that I needed 4 new tyres, he noted my preference for Bridgestones
but no local stockist had got any... he reckoned they were all out on rocking horses! He's a
mocker! He's fitted Firestones!
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DRIVEN TO PERFECTION
Suzuki Cappuccino Larini ‘Standard’ Exhaust System
£235 + VAT
Suzuki Cappuccino Larini ‘Sports’ System
£245 + VAT
Our exhaust systems are constructed using aircraft grade
T.304 Stainless Steel and feature chromium polished tail pipes.
Every Larini exhaust system is supported by the
Larini Systems Lifetime Warranty

Please call

0870 777 9060
or visit our website

www.larinisystems.com
Prices correct at time of press (31 March 2006).
Larini Systems reserves the right to amend prices without notice.
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An Experience Of Cappuccino Restoration
By Rodney Rasmussen
I joined SCORE in April 2004. Not generally being the quickest of correspondents I began
writing this piece during March 2005 in my enthusiasm to having my Cappuccino
professionally restored. I revived the article only after some considerable coaxing and cajoling
from Alex Clouter during a mid October phone conversation when I called him about a Suzuki
Dealership, T J Vickers, in Shrewsbury who I found expressed a wish to supply parts to club
members at discount prices. My wife had just bought a new car from them and I saw an
opportunity for SCORE members living in this part of the world.
At the end of August 2003 I purchased a 1992 Cappuccino from a SCORE member. To me it
looked fine then as it was, and I was delighted with my purchase. I had been looking for a
small 2-seater for about three years up until then. I had toyed with the idea of a Honda Beat
or a Nissan Figaro both of which I had seen over some months in a car lot nearby.
I knew at the time that buying a car of this age no matter the manufacturer was likely to
produce repair bills further down the road and I wasn’t to be disappointed when that
expectation became a reality.
The car came with a 12 months’ MOT certificate and I enjoyed a trouble-free first year of
minimum motoring from my second car until it came time for me to have it checked out for
my second year of ownership. The mechanics reported that a rear brake calliper was leaking
and it had to be replaced; also there were areas underneath that had succumbed to a
chemical reaction of water upon metal. While these things were being put right, the exhaust
system looked suspect with the treacherous rust showing and I decided to replace that too.
It was only in the garage for about one week and very soon the car was back on the road in
top mechanical form and I was again receiving admiration and quizzical looks as I drove
around North Shropshire - people tend not to know who the manufacturer is as the
Cappuccinos are not the most common of vehicles on the road, which is what attracted me to
the car in the first place.
The car in itself looked very reasonable for its age when it was purchased, but on very close
examination it did have some stone chips and minor dents and blemishes which really covered
it - there was no area where it was not affected to some degree. While this didn’t annoy me,
it became a source of minor discontent that I felt I had to something about it.
In September 2004 I took it to Spraybake, a local company at Tilstock in north Shropshire, a
specialist classic car restorer (www.spray-bake.co.uk). I have to say that the people who work
there are real artisans and craftsmen of the highest reputation. I needed to ascertain what had
to be done to make the car look perfect and what the costs were likely to run to. I didn’t take
the decision immediately to book the car in, but I think I knew instinctively that at some
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stage in the near future I would want to complete to the best standard I could afford. All things
considered, there are not a great number of these cars around and the rarity will
probably increase as time goes on, so it made some kind of sense to me to have the car
completely restored to its original condition in its original red and graphite Suzuki colours.
The initial inspection revealed it was like Joseph’s coat in that there were several different
colours of red where it had been resprayed at sometime before my ownership (not that I could
readily detect that too much with my untrained eyesight) but I did notice the door mirrors
were very pinkish (due to ultraviolet sunlight I am told) and it was pointed out to me that the
graphite coloured roof panels had been resprayed before at sometime and were showing minor
scuffs rather than scratches. The edging seals to the roof panels were corroded as was the back
window seal where it meets the body shell. All these seals just had to be dumped and
replaced!
During January 2005 I contacted Spraybrake again and secured a slot in their work schedule to
bring the car in, at the end of February. With an estimate of about three weeks, the work on
restoring my Cappuccino began at the beginning of March.
The car had to stripped and prepared so that the bodyshell, roof panels, windscreen wipers
and quarter light sections etc. could be primed for respraying. Parts were removed from the
vehicle and placed into polybags and transferred to a stores area where my car had its own
dedicated job shelf for parts that were to be worked on later in the restoration.
Closer examination revealed that when the door handles were removed the metal central
barrel locks had, over the years, let in water and there was evidence of corrosion. The
corrosion had expanded the metal barrel and cracked the resin casing. Upon advice from
Spraybake, I decided to have them both replaced. At several stages during the renovation I was
invited to the workshop and appraised of how the work was progressing, taking me through
the stages of what the next steps would be and how they would accomplish the work.
I had sight of the handtools they used and I was impressed by the skill in the use of them and
the trained eye that has yielded perfection to the finished product. They were working on three
other vehicles at the same time: a 1950s Buick Sedan, the bodyshell of a Jaguary E Type and a
Daimler SP250 nearing completion after almost two years, now looking like a work of art.
It wasn’t too long into the renovation process when I was told that the vehicle had
previously suffered some trauma to the rear off-side wheel arch. It had apparently been
repaired before but a less proper job had been done and it was decided the best course of
action was to remove the previously damaged section altogether and construct/ form a new
panel piece in the wheel arch. This additional work had the effect of lengthening the
renovation time and increasing the cost. There are always snags and unforeseen circumstances
that crop up when one embarks on projects like these. For those contemplating a similar
exercise, do be prepared to bite the fiscal bullet!
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The bodyshell was grit-blasted to remove rust and coated with epoxy resin primer as were the
removed components. The bodyshell was painted with several coats of moisture resistant twopack acrylic primer and the final colour coats of paint sprayed by hand. In all, 19 coats of paint
were applied in the process. The entire bodyshell is baked in an oven to ensure the paintwork
is extremely durable with a deep lustre and then it was polished by hand. It has been waxoiled
and the finished overall result is absolutely stunning... it looks like it has just come from the
showroom.
Invariably there is slippage in the estimated time to complete restorations such as these and
mine took about six weeks rather than three, but it was without doubt worth waiting for. I had
considered purchasing a bootlid rack and mentioned it to Spraybake. They advised against it
for the reason that it would show on the paintwork but I rather suspect the principal
restorer there to be a purist and he restores cars as they ought to look in their original state
with no additions, so I was easily persuaded by his reasoning.
With minuscule boot space, our holiday clothes were cut to the absolute minimum. My wife
and I toured mid Wales and Pembrokeshire in early June and the Lake District National Park
and Warwickshire during August. While in the Lake District we drove over the Hardknott Pass
between Eskdale Green and Skelworth Bridge with its simultaneous 30% inclines and hairpin
bends... not to be recommended and I will never do it again! The financial torture of a
restoration exercise is far easier to bear.

Can’t Wait To Get Her Top Off!
By Trevor and Katrina Gilham
To be truthful until this year we never knew what a Suzuki Cappuccino was, now we’re the
proud owner of one, so how did that come about you "well" ask.
It was one day in April we went shopping at Lakeside shopping centre in Essex; we parked up
as you do, then walking along past the cars towards the centre, when we came upon this cute
little silver sports car. We had to have a closer look, with personalised plates and it looked
fairly new or so we thought, noticed it was a Suzuki and thought it must have been a new
flash sports car they just brought out, it was a Cappuccino.. a fab looking car.
The following day we were on the Internet to see if we could find some info on this car.
Looking through the Suzuki web sites, we were a bit confused as there was no sign of it; we
were sure it was a Suzuki, so we tried typing in Suzuki Cappuccino on Google and up came a
long list about cappuccino coffee and expresso machines, with some Suzuki web sites as well.
Also on the list was an Auto Trader web site advertising a Cappuccino, so we clicked on it to our surprise it was for a bright red sexy sports car: it was L reg and a bit disheartened that
it had only a 650cc engine with just 3 cylinders at that, but there was still something about
her, we needed to find out more about her.
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Next we came across CappuccinoSport.com - this looked more interesting with lots of flash
looking Cappuccino alloy wheels and spoilers; there was a link to a SCORE website: when we
clicked on that the full history of the Cappuccino was revealed... they weren’t as new as we
thought.
Always fancied buying a MG but a family estate was more appropriate with three young
sprogs, but now the sprogs are all but grown up, we have time to ourselves, so the idea of a
two seater convertible for Kat and I to have some fun in, was just the excuse to fulfil my dream
of having a sports car, so begun our search.
At first it was not just for a Cappuccino, a MG was on the list as well as a few others, but this
meant we would be running two cars. It would have to be economical to run, what with a
good second hand MG being around £5000 and road tax £170, also high insurance as would
an MX5. Whatever we looked at, the Cappuccino was more economical on road tax and fuel
at least.
We started our search for a Cappuccino. There were quite a few red ones but we anchored for
a silver one. Months went past and we were well into summer and no sign of a suitable
Cappuccino, then one lucky evening browsing through the Internet, we came across an ad in
the Auto Trader, a M reg silver Cappuccino not far from us in S E London. The thing that stood
out was the word Cappuccino embossed "if that’s the word" as a graphic down both sides of
her body, which we haven`t seen on any others and what with only 61000 miles on the clock,
she looked very interesting.
A few phone calls were made, then we arranged to take a look at her. This would have been
late August; it turned out the owner was a young woman in her twenties, she only had the
car for just over a year, then with a new job came a company car, so the Cappuccino was just
sitting on her dad’s driveway not being used apart from the odd drive down to Brighton. A
quick look around her, she looked in fairly good condition, with a full year’s MOT, then her
top came off! "The Cappuccino" of course! The owner showed us the different variations that
you can have with the top, "ab fab", also had the original roof bags.
Then came the ride, I’ve drank a cappuccino but this is my first ride in one; my first
impression was "omigod... isn’t it low?" She drove, I just listened the engine and felt the
acceleration as the turbo cut in. I was impressed how nippy she was especially with only 3
cylinders. A deal was made and we arranged to collect her the first week of September.
Then came the drive home with our new pride and joy along the motorway with the roof off,
alongside the trucks and juggernauts it was a bit daunting, feeling small and vulnerable.
We have had the Cappuccino for three months now, have enjoyed a few autumn drives and
are looking forward to next summer so Kat can get her top off the Cappuccino.
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Rich and Famous
By Kenny Bell

Where do I start? - 11 years ago.
I bought a Suzuki Swift then. Around that time I became aware of the Cappuccino and
thought “nice car”. However, I didn’t think I would ever be able to afford one.
Over the years I would tell anyone who would listen to me that I WANTED a Suzuki
Cappuccino. I even made my daughter promise she would buy me one when she was rich and
famous!
On to August of last year. I got an annual statement from a savings plan I had. It showed that
there was enough (just) for a Cappuccino.
I dropped a big hint to my wife - I could cash in the plan and get the Cappuccino, NEVER for
a million years thinking she’d agree. The money could be used on other things, like a new
kitchen. I nearly fell off my chair when she said I could get a Cappuccino!
I saw my Cappuccino advertised on the SCORE Website. The seller was in Aberdeen. My
home town is Hamilton. I travelled to Aberdeen, saw the car was in very good condition and
agreed a deal. Turns out the previous owner was based in Aberdeen but his home town
was….. Hamilton! His home address is less than a mile from where I live but I made a 300 mile
round trip to buy it! It’s strange but I don’t think I ever saw the car in my home town.
Anyway, I’ve owned the car for 3 months now and love it to bits. It sure is better than a new
kitchen!
I only have one problem now – what is my daughter going to get me when she is rich and
famous? Hmm….. another Cappuccino? Now there’s a thought!
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All thanks to an Actor!
By Tony Booth

So, how did I come by my 'little red car'? It certainly wasn't intended or planned, as we
already have a 1936 Riley Falcon saloon on which my son, Nigel, and I have lavished much
care and attention, not to mention money, over the past 20 or so years.
About 18 months ago we moved to a small village a couple of miles outside Stratford-uponAvon and rented out a flat which came with the property. Our first tenant was an RSC actor
for a seven month stay. He arrived in a large taxi accompanied by his worldly goods,
obviously accustomed to the regular upheaval his career imposed on him. I remarked that he
really ought to have his own wheels or he'd be spending a fortune on taxis,
especially as his work spanned some unsocial hours. He assured me that he had a car and
would be bringing it shortly. A few days later, my wife, not normally one to enthuse about
cars, looked out of the window and said, "Have you seen the fantastic little red sports car by
the flat?" Sure enough, our new guest had brought his 'wheels', and I went across to have a
closer look. What struck me first was its diminutive size, but, despite a nasty dent on the
offside front wing, it was a very smart machine. That it was only 650 cc and 3 cylinders, I
found all the more interesting. Aside from the drinking variety I'd never heard of a
Cappuccino, but he assured me it was rather a special car and a very nifty mover. He did
mutter something about needing something more practical but I thought nothing of the
remark at the time.
For several weeks we saw our actor friend driving in and out until one day I realised that the
car hadn't moved for some time. I asked him why, and he said that the clutch had gone. After
a few weeks the tyres were almost flat and the car began to take on signs of abandonment. At
the end of July the tax ran out, and by November, when he was due to depart, there was still
no sign of any movement. Eventually, the day came when he had to leave for his next theatre
venue, up north somewhere, and I met him to finalise the rent. He was still packing and said
his train was leaving in less than an hour! I asked him what he intended to do with the car,
as I did not particularly want it stuck on the driveway indefinitely. To my surprise, he asked
if I was interested in buying it. While not having the faintest idea of its value, I realised I could
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not turn down the price he asked. So a deal was done there and then, and I think he felt
relieved that the problem of repairing the car was now someone else's.
The first thing we did was to get it under cover, probably the first time it had seen of the inside
of a garage in a many a month. However, judging by its general condition and low mileage
(61000 in 11 years), the car had obviously been well cared for. I obtained a new clutch and
joined SCORE so we could learn more about our new toy. The on-line manual was useful but
didn't give detailed instructions about how to go about removing the old clutch. Nigel got so
far, but the final nut holding the gearbox seemed impossible to access, and quite a few choice
expressions came from the limited space under the car as he tried out various ideas. There
were moments of hilarity too, when our combined efforts to refill the gearbox resulted in most
of the oil being deposited on Nigel and the floor. I posted a notice on the website which
brought an immediate response and a lot of good advice from Lisa and Martin Balsam. Our
sincere thanks to them, and also to Karl Taylor of Evesham who offered to assist, though
fortunately we did not have to call on him. Eventually, after much effort and with Christmas
and some very cold weather in between, the new clutch was in and the car mobile by the
middle of January. For good measure, the brake pads, cam belt and wiper blades were also
renewed and towards the end of January the car passed its MOT with ease. Nigel managed to
smooth the dent in the wing, though sometime it will need repairing properly. A final clean
and polish from me and the car could now almost pass for new! Classic insurance was
arranged through Diamond Insurance consultants for a premium of £164 (which includes £20
breakdown and £14 for legal cover). This was a great relief, as my first enquiries through
normal insurance channels came up with a premium of over £1700!). At the moment annual
mileage is limited to 3000 but I expect this will have to be increased during the coming year.
So far we have not had the opportunity to give the car a good run, but I can see us having a
lot of fun in the summer. We intend to be at the 10th Anniversary rally at Biggleswade in June
and hope to meet some fellow owners. And that’s how I came by my ‘little red car.’

GETTING DAD’S ‘LITTLE RED CAR’ ROADWORTHY AGAIN
By Nigel Booth
What Dad missed out is that I wanted the car too! Anyway, he had more money than me and
also somewhere to keep the car. Also, I live on a boat, which makes secure parking something
of a rarity. So a good compromise was that if I fix it, I can use it. Everyone's a winner!
The work required fell into three main tasks; clutch, cam belt and brake pad replacements. The
latter two didn't present any real problems, so the following relates to the clutch replacement.
I did a little investigative research prior to starting the job, some of which was useful and some
a little less so. So for the benefit of anybody choosing to change a Cappuccino clutch
themselves, here is a brief description of the way I did it.
In the absence of a vehicle hoist, jack the car up and support it on axle stands. There are
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various under-shields which need to be removed to allow access to the gearbox/ prop-shaft.
Remove these, followed by the exhaust system. Mark the position of the prop-shaft against
the rear mounting flange to allow replacement later in the same position. At this stage, check
that you can undo the gear box oil level plug. They have a tendency to round off and early
knowledge of this will avoid disappointment later on. It has been known for people to
discover they can't get the oil back in without having to remove the gearbox again. Trust me;
you don't want to go down that road! Anyway, moving on….drain the gear box oil and
remove the prop-shaft assembly. Without my going into unnecessary detail, disconnect the
clutch cable, gear linkage and anything else that will stop the gear box from being removed.
Up to this point my state of mind was reasonably well balanced, as was my level of
confidence. I also still possessed the ability to form sentences in my mind without the
inclusion of many colourful words, dominated by four lettered ones generally beginning with
'F'. So rather than pass on the stress that followed, I will just give you a couple of tips that
eventually led to my mental recovery and a roadworthy car.
The sub-frame is held on by 8 bolts in 4 pairs of 2. I removed half of these (one from each
pair). This was simply to show me how long they were to avoid disaster at the next stage!
Slacken off the remaining 2 front bolts a couple of turns or so and then undo the remaining 2
rear ones enough to lower the sub-frame (complete with engine and gearbox) about an inch
or so. Remove the entire gear lever assembly. This is quite simple and involves removing the
centre console from inside the car. There are 2 hidden screws which you will find beneath the
rubber mat inside the console compartment. Most of the gear box mounting bolts are
reasonably accessible. You will discover the ones that are not! Arm yourself with a 14mm
socket, several extension bars and a ratchet. Join them all together and hopefully they will
become a contraption capable of spanning the distance between the rear end of the gear box
and the nuts (or bolts…I forget which!) holding it on. The two starter motor ones are 12mm.
One of these also locates the starter motor earth cable. There is also an electrical connector
on top of the gear box in the vicinity of the flywheel. Disconnect this before removing the
gear box. Replacing the clutch assembly and release bearing is straightforward. Just make sure
you put the friction plate on the right way round. No clutch alignment tool is required either.
When you eventually put it all back together, I found the easiest way to re-fill the oil was to
use a length of hose pipe and a funnel. One person under the car guiding the hose and an
assistant under the bonnet pouring the oil works very well. Bear in mind, though, that the
capacity is just over one litre, so allow for the fact that the hose itself will hold a fair bit and
avoid covering yourself with oil. And that’s about it... have fun!
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SUZUKI SCORE DEALERS
The list of Suzuki Dealers on the pages that follow this introduction are franchised Suzuki
Dealers who have formally signed an agreement to recognise SCORE and specially offer a 10%
discount to club members on servicing for their Cappuccino as well as purchasing parts and
accessories, subject to stock availability. It is important that you state that you are a club
member and have your membership card at hand when you book in for a service or indeed buy
some parts, just to ensure that they are clear about things. The information shown on the list
was provided by the relevant Suzuki Dealer and SCORE cannot be held liable if this information is incorrect or dated unless we are informed of changes. We are only as good as the information provided. If you know of a local Suzuki Dealer not shown and they show interest in
becoming linked to SCORE, please let us know - contact details on the inside back cover - and
we will send them an information pack to them. Please aim to get the name of the General
Manager or Dealer Principal to help us send the pack to the relevant person. There is no cost
involved. The Suzuki Dealer gets free publicity in the Suzuki SCORE Dealer Listing both inside
the magazine and on the SCORE website. An asterisk (*) against a Dealer name indicates that
the Dealer is a service-only facility.

ENGLAND
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Braylake Cars

32 Aylesbury Street, Bletchley, MK2 2BD
After sales contact: Richard Portway
01908 647 111

DGL Garages*

Littleworth Road, High Wycombe, HP13 5XE
After sales contact: Bob Peters
01494 478 496
ESSEX

Levoi's Limited

Berechurch Road, Colchester, CO2 7QB
After sales contact: Ian Johnson
01206 544 233/ 01206 579 579
GLOUCESTERSHIRE

John Wilkins Cars
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170 - 172 Leckhampton Road, Cheltenham GL53 0AA
After sales contact: Tony Graffin
01242 224 477

HAMPSHIRE
Mill Lane Suzuki*

Blackwater Way, Aldershot, GU12 4HD
After sales contact: Dave Richards
01252 321 122
LINCOLNSHIRE

S. Cropley & Co.
Limited

Frithbank, Boston, PE22 7BD
After sales contact: Kevin Fairweather
01205 362 230

Linpac Garages
Limited

Kingsway & South Park, Lincoln, LN5 8EL
After sales contact: Keith Walker
01522 521 345
SHROPSHIRE

TJ Vickers & Sons
Limited

Knights Way, Battlefield EP, Shrewsbury, SY1 3AB
After sales contact: Nigel Llewellyn
01743 446 951
STAFFORDSHIRE

Randles (Garages)
Limited

Keele Road, Newcastle under Lyme, ST5 2HN
After sales contact: Paul Wilkinson
01782 717170
SUSSEX

CMW Automobiles
Limited

Anstye Cross, Ansty, Haywards Heath, RH17 5AG
After sales contact: Paul Simmons
01444 452 621

Crawley Down
Group Limited

Snow Hill, Copthorne, RH10 3EQ
After sales contact: Mike Cooper
01342 718 288

Worthing Suzuki

Upper Brighton Road, Sompting, Worthing, BN15 0JQ
After sales contact: Adrian Darbyshire
01903 755 246
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WEST MIDLANDS
Colmore 2000

1163 Chester Road, Birmingham, B24 0QY
After sales contact: Harry Jethwa
0121 377 8169
WILTSHIRE

Pebley Beach

1-3 Moormead, Swindon, SN4 9BS
After sales contact: Wendy Clark/ Steve Lawro
01793 812 235
YORKSHIRE

Autoworld

455 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield, S7 1FS
After sales contact: Rob Baines
0114 255 7071

Colin Appleyard

Halifax Road, Keighley, BD21 1AH
Lockwood Road, Huddersfield, HD1 3PA
126 Oldham Road, Ashton-under-Lyne, OL7 9AH
After sales contact: Aziz Ahmed
01535 682 401

SCOTLAND
STRATHCLYDE
Gael Suzuki

49 Main Road, Crookedholm, Kilmarnock, KA3 6JT
After sales contact: Michael Keenan
01563 537 116

Rear cover photograph courtesy of Martin Jones - Humber Bridge, East Yorkshire
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The Latest SCORE Magazine
Please keep on sending us as many different stories and pictures
about you and your Cappuccino - how you came by your car,
amusing trips, useful technical tips and suggestions, puzzles and
cryptic games, special poems or limericks... in fact anything you feel you
would like to share with the rest of us as long as it’s to do with Cappuccino!
No item is too small and certainly no item too big.
What you put into SCORE is really what you get out of it.
Email your article (Word document) and picture (high resolution JPEG or TIF) to
editor@score.org.uk
or send a CD/ floppy or typed document with photo(s) to the SCORE Editor:
17 Hurston Close, Findon Valley,
West Sussex BN14 0AX

SCORE Membership and Data Protection
Members’ details, as supplied on the original club application form,
are held on the SCORE Central Database and will not be
supplied to any third party outside of SCORE.
Please let the SCORE Membership Secretary know of any changes to
home address, telephone, email, etc.
From time to time, Members’ names, home addresses,
telephone and email contact details will be given to their
local SCORE Representative for sending out local event details.
If you have an objection to this, please contact the SCORE Membership Secretary:
2 Marlborough Rise, Camberley,
Surrey GU15 2ED
Email membership@score.org.uk or call 01276 503 630

www.suzuki-cappuccino.com

The Latest SCORE Magazine
The Latest SCORE Magazine reflects everything that members want from it.
We aim to issue 2-3 magazines during the year but we do need ongoing articles
from members in order that each issue can be produced
economically, with lots of interesting content.

Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
The Latest SCORE Magazine is designed, written and published through the Register
and is printed by Top Level Designs, Bognor Regis, West Sussex

